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Encapsulated within those ideas was 

a vision of wrr s future under the 

leadership of its 14th presiden4 

a future that may1 at las4 bring 

the university well-deserved 

recognition as a world 

leader in technological 

education. 

BY MICHAEL W. DORSEY 





Embarking on an Ase of Exploration 

BY CLAIRE L. G AUDIANI, PRESIDENT OF CONNECTICUT COLLEGE 

"Surfing the net, 

we are, in fact, part 

of a new metaphor. 

We are part of a new 

age in which men and 

women of all countries 

and all races and 

abilities, in their 

majestic diversity, will 

engage together in 

establishing a new 

framework for 

human life." 
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It is a great honor for me to bring you greetings 
from the men and women of the Connecticut 
College community and from colleges and uni-

versities around the country that hold this institu
tion in such high regard. 

This beautiful day and this beautiful hall are a 
fit setting in which to celebrate the inauguration 
of President Parrish and the extraordinary career 
he brings to WPl. With his experience as a widely 
published engineer and scientist, and a highly 
appreciated teacher and administrator, he brings a 
unique set of skills and a unique kind of wisdom to 
WPl at this moment in its history and at this time 
in human history. For we are entering an age of 
exploration. And the best education for the lead
ers of this new age will be one that connects the 
practice of science and technology with the deeper 
understanding of human beings and culture. 

Many writers point to the invention of the 
Gutenberg Press as the reference point for our 
age. Gutenberg's invention opened a new set of 
possibilities-possibilities for communication, yes, 
but much more profoundly, possibilities for access 
to learning, for sustaining, building and transmit
ting to future generations the wisdom of human 
minds working across all fields of endeavor. It was 
a great moment in human history, the invention 
of the Gutenberg Press, yet that technology-and 
that moment-as great as they were, are not the 
reference points for our age. 

In our age, telecommunications and informa
tion systems have opened a time much more com
plicated, much more exciting, and sometimes, 
much more frightening than the age of Guten
berg-more, in fact, like tl1e age of exploration. In 

this new age of exploration, librarians have 
become navigators, not simply catalogers. Faculty 
members are no longer simply lecturers as they 
were after Gutenberg (the word lecturer comes 
from a lecteur, a French phrase that means "to be 
the one who reads the book to others"); now they 
are fellow explorers with their students. 

Now we move, not one foot in front of the 
other, step by step, one moment at a time on the 
linear path, but through geographical space, and 
forward and backward in time, using a net with mul
tiple options and modes, with parallel processes 
and programs and progressions. Limited techni
cally only by the speed of light, people around the 
world without running water, without access to 
what we would consider everyday technology, 
have access to satellite dishes and generators and 
receive the modern world right out of the sky. 

In Morocco, in underground dwellings, people 
watch television and see the same soccer games and 
the same Dallas reruns that people watch in Paris, 
London and New York. Corporate scientists from 
the far corners of the Earth can work together in 
global teams by meeting in regular video confer
ences, reducing to nothingness the thousands of 
miles that separate them. Time and distance have 
converged through technology. When I consider 
the printing press in this context, it seems to me 
that Gutenberg was just an upgrade-one might 
even say the equivalent of more monks, writing 
faster, storing more sacred texts-"MonkPerfect 
10. l." If that's true, perhaps we can't look at the 
simple "field of telecommunications" as our 
metaphor. Perhaps the metaphor is exploration
navigating the geography of cyberspace. 

Surfing the net, we are, in fact, part of a new 
metaphor. We are part of a new age in which men 
and women of all countries and all races and abili
ties, in their majestic diversity, will engage together 
in establishing a new framework for human life. 
We need to know where we are so we can under
stand what we need to put in the craft with us as we 
make our progress. Education will now need to 
engage students and faculty with the world. It will 
need to engage students with multiple cultures
not just ethnic and national cultures, but discipli
nary and problem-solving cultures. We all will 
need to speak multiple languages-multiple human 
languages, but also multiple machine and techno
logical languages. Those of us over 40 will be the 
last generation to speak digital with an accent. 

The directions already so well-developed in 
WPl's project-based education are exactly right for 
the age of exploration; this institution must be con
gratulated for the foresight tl1at made its education 
right for this time. Explorers in science, technology 
and engineering have brought human beings to this 
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"I believe educators must focus more intensively on how we can connect the human 

spirit to the achievements of the age of exploration. We need to be sensitive to what 

is important to all human beings. " 

age, and WPI's kind of education will be critical to 
preparing the explorers of the future. 

But as a humanist, and a French literature 
scholar, I believe that this institution, my own 
institution, and other institutions across the coun
try must continue to work on a way to link the 
critical, analytical skills even more powerfully with 
the humane skills. These skills must be developed 
together, because in this age we will need to have 
humane skills (for instance, negotiation and con
flict resolution skills) at just as high a level as our 
technical skills. For it will be those who can bring 
about technical advances and sustain the peace 
who will bring us peace with prosperity, instead of 
peace with despair and with the widening gap 
between the haves and the have-nots. 

We will also need to develop authentic com
munication skills-public speaking skills and lis
tening skills. In an age when technology gives us 
the opportunity to communicate across wide 
bands of the human race, those with the best ideas 
may not prevail unless they are also the ones who 
can communicate their ideas most competently 
and effectively. 

Team-building skills will also be important in 
this new age. These are skills you have wisely 
worked on here at WPI because you understand 
that while human beings will always be touched 
by the gifts of the quintessential individual per
former, the complexity of our age will increasingly 
demand teamwork and the capacity of individuals 
within teams to play a variety of roles to enable 
the team to do its best work and to be more than 
the sum of its parts. 

In addition to these humane skills, I believe 
educators must focus more intensively on how we 
can connect the human spirit to the achievements 
of the age of exploration. We need to be sensitive 
to what is important to all human beings, whether 
they are here in New England or in Africa, Asia or 
Latin America; whether they are older or 
younger; whether they are well or sick. We must 
be willing to look for common ground and a set of 
transcending values that connect the human spirit 
across the world. 

This will not be easy, but we in America are 
especially well-suited to this study. We were 
blessed to be born in this great land, and we are 
united by a set of documents that lay out an under
standing of the human spirit and the obligations 
and opportunities we offer each other. W e are 
bound together by the Declaration of Indepen
dence, the Constitution and the Bill of Rights. 
Ideas from Greek and Roman civilization, from 
European humanism, and from the greatJudeo
Christian and Islamic faiths, brought the wisdom of 
the human spirit to the framers of the Constitution. 
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We must assure that this wisdom 
goes with us in the craft we will con
struct to travel through the age of ex
ploration. We must not only say that 
we believe that all men are created 
equal and that they are endowed by 
their creator with certain inalienable 
rights, among them life, liberty and 
the pursuit of happiness. We must 
make that set of beliefs real for others, 
not just those with whom we share a 
great deal, but for our brothers and 
sisters around the world. We must 
dedicate ourselves to that transcend
ing set of goals with the same power 
with which we pursue the space pro
gram and the human genome project. 

For our enemies today are not 
evil empires; they are the potential 
for racial and ethnic and national 
conflicts that will break societies 
apart. Many scholars believe this 
potential for destruction is more powerful than 
any force we have ever met. We must bring 
together the powers that have motivated the work 
done here at WPI, the powers of the corporate, 
trade and business sectors, and the powers of the 
military and government, to work toward ways to 
bring about peace and cooperation as we move 
toward everyone's prosperity. 

W e have arrived at an important moment. 
The education you have accomplished here has 
been part of the strongest work of the age of mod
ernism. Systematizing, efficiency-optimizing tech
nologies have moved us to this extraordinary 
moment. They have built one wing of the craft. 
Through the ages, human beings have been build
ing the other wing, one based in relationships 
moved by the human spirit and by the need for 
tolerance, compassion and trust. This wing cannot 
always be accounted for by rational analysis, but 
the craft will need both wings. 

After a while, we will notice that we are not 
only in a craft with two wings, both working well, 
but that the craft has become a bird and that both 
wings are moving with equal strength. Those wings 
will carry the human race into the 21st century, not 
into the despair of ethnic rivalries and small 
destructive wars, of disease, and of the widening 
gap between the rich and the poor, but into the 
generosity and ingenuity of the human spirit, born 
in the kind of education WPI offers. This kind of 
education will bring us to the place that human 
beings have only imagined for thousands of years 
and that was thought to be an ideal that we were 
not intended to achieve on this Earth. It is a place 
where the age of exploration can truly begin. 
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EDITOR'S NOTE: 

A scholar of 17th century 
French literature, Claire L. 
Gaudiani has been president 
since 19 8 8 of Connecticut 

College in New London, 
Conn., from which she grad
uated in 1966. During her 

presidency the college has 
nearly tripled its endowment, 
built or renovated four major 
buildings, and created four 
major interdisciplinary aca
demic centers. Gaudiani 's 
institution is creating an 

innovative approach to edu
cating young men and women 
in the liberal arts tradition, 
much as WP! transformed 

technological education 2 S 
years ago with the WP! Plan. 
Connecticut College's under
g;raduate prog;ram emphasizes 
the critical role technology 
plays in all professions and the 
g;rowing importance of a glob
al perspective in today's world. 



BY EDWARD A. PARRISH 

"Because of the foresight 

of the faculty a quarter 

century ago, the WPI 

Plan already is the 

manifestation of the 

recommendations being 

heard on the national 

scene. This suggests to 

me that WPI can be 

recognized as a world 

leader among compre

hensive, technological 

institutions in providing 

the new liberal 

education." 
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Istand before you to accept the office of presi
dent. I pledge to uphold the standards estab
lished by my predecessors and to do my utmost 

to maintain the high quality of this great institu
tion. My confidence in accepting this charge is 
fortified by the presence of a strong and dedicated 
faculty, a committed staff, and loyal students and 
alumni, who together provide the administration 
an able partner with which to meet the demands 
and to seize the opportunities of the future. 

Today's ceremony honors \iVPI and its 
founders, as well as the entire \iVPI community
past and present. The founding principles estab
lished by John Boynton and Ichabod Washburn 
still serve this institution well today. Since \iVPI is 
the third oldest private university of engineering 
and science in the United States, these principles 
have been in place for a very long time. 

It is appropriate here to reflect on the forma
tive years of \iVPI. Through the generosity of 
Boynton, Washburn and the citizens of Worcester, 
\iVPI was chartered officially on May 10, 1865. Our 
first two buildings, Boynton Hall and the Wash
burn Shops, greeted incoming students about three 
years later. They went to classes in Boynton Hall 
and put theory into practice in the Washburn Shops. 
The towers of these two buildings came to symbol
ize the balance of theory and practice that has been 
at the heart of\iVPI's educational philosophy ever 
since, and so was born the Two Towers Tradition. 
This philosophy became the basis for many of the 
well-known engineering schools established in the 
latter part of the 19th century, including Georgia 
Institute of Technology and Rose-Bulman Univer
sity. Thus, even in its youth, \iVPI was already mak-

ing a difference far beyond its own campus. 
On the occasion of his inauguration on Oct. 

2 2, 192 5, President Ralph Earle spoke of \iVPI' s 
close relationship with local manufacturing indus
tries. "All these industries have kept pace with the 
work of the world, they are in the forefront of mech
anical advance," he said. "With all are connected 
graduates of this college, for in both high and low 
degree they are identified with Worcester's place in 
our industrial world, while 80 percent of our grad
uates are doing men's work in other cities of our 
nation." It is clear from his remarks that \iVPI's 
graduates were also making a difference. 

Twenty-five years ago, the faculty of \iVPI 
extended the Two Towers tradition in a bold new 
approach to undergraduate technological educa
tion that continues today. Called the \iVPI Plan, 
this program combines traditional course work 
and laboratory instruction with three mandatory 
projects that challenge student teams to cope with 
open-ended issues. For the benefit of our guests, 
let me briefly explain. 

The first project is called the Sufficiency. Sci
ence and engineering students must complete a 
project on a theme emerging from an elective 
series of courses in the humanities or arts; like
wise, humanists must do a project in science or 
engineering. Second, all students must complete 
the Interactive Qualifying Project, whose domain 
is the intersection of science, technology and cul
ture; the project emphasizes the impact of tech
nology on society. Finally, they must complete the 
Major Qualifying Project, which involves prob
lems typical of those found in their professional 
disciplines and which often addresses economical, 
ethical and safety issues. These qualifying projects 
are far from trivial; each requires a substantial part 
of an academic year. Frequently, projects are 
sponsored by outside agencies to whom students 
must present their oral and written reports. 

About 20 years ago, the faculty began devel
oping off-campus project centers around the 
world that now range from London to San Fran
cisco to Venice to South America to Thailand. 
\iVPI students have many opportunities to work in 
teams for a seven-week term at one of these resi
dential project centers. Often their projects con
tribute to solving complex problems of a local 
community. Further, under faculty guidance, 
graduate students here on campus are engaged in 
leading-edge research with outcomes that con
tribute to the solution of vexing problems and to 
the nation's wealth of knowledge. Here, then, we 
see \iVPI students making a difference. 

Today, we hear clarion calls for massive 
changes in higher education. Industry has been 
especially vocal, asserting that there is too much 
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science in technological curricula. The belief is 
that graduates are well-grounded in theory, but 
are unprepared for practice. Furthermore, there 
are calls for a broad technological education, what 
I refer to as the new liberal education, to enable 
graduates to adapt to new technologies and 
unforeseen branches in career paths. The rapidly 
changing global marketplace is resulting in grow
ing competition among nations and now adds a 
new dimension to educational requirements. This 
afternoon's symposium will provide another forum 
for raising these and other issues. [See page 8 for 
a report on the symposium.] 

A5 a result of these growing concerns, several 
national studies have led to specific recommenda
tions. Among those repeated most often are the 
following: incorporate hands-on experiences into 
programs rather than rely just on the classroom; 
develop teamwork as well as individual capabili
ties; improve students' communication skills; pro
vide the broad education necessary for students to 
understand the impact of technology in a global 
societal context; and instill a recognition of the 
need for and an ability to engage in lifelong learn
ing. A5 one of a relatively small number of tech
nological universities in the country, I believe 
WPI has a special responsibility in helping to 
meet these challenges. 

It is in these challenges that I envision great 
opportunities for WPI over the next decade. Be
cause of the foresight of the faculty a quarter cen
tury ago, the WPI Plan already is the manifesta
tion of the recommendations being heard on the 
national scene. This suggests to me that WPI can 
be recognized as a world leader among compre
hensive, technological institutions in providing 
the new liberal education. For example, regional 
and specialized accreditation bodies are bringing 
their standards into conformance with these rec
ommended changes, in effect reflecting key attrib
utes of the WPI Plan. This fall WPI will partici
pate in one of two experimental evaluations being 
conducted by the agency that accredits engineer
ing programs. These visits will be the bases for 
case studies to be used for training purposes with
in the agency and by other institutions that will 
undergo evaluations in the future. 

A5 another example, the National Institute of 
Standards and Technology has proposed a new 
Education Category under the Malcolm Baldrige 
National Quality Award. The draft education cri
teria parallel those of the existing Baldrige Award 
and are based upon core values that are at the very 
heart of WPI: learning-centered education and 
leadership. Here again, the principal concern is 
with outcomes, and so the WPI Plan would 
appear a natural fit . This is strong confirmation 
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that the educational philosophy bound up in the 
Two Towers Tradition is likely to be widely rec
ognized and adopted. 

My point in mentioning these examples is to 
say that this institution has been quietly (too qui
etly, in fact) out in front for many years. Thus, I 
believe that WPI is positioned to lead the cultural 
change that will be required of faculties across the 
country to implement what for them will be a new 
approach to education. 

A cultural change is indeed required, as many 
faculty members are not accustomed to spending 
quality time with undergraduate students-espe
cially directing student teams engaged in mean
ingful project work. About six years ago the 
National Science Foundation established several 
coalitions to address educational reform. Thus far, 
over $100 million has been expended in support 
of some 60 institutions. A progress report last 
month indicated considerable difficulty in assess
ing outcomes of these new programs, 
along with organizational problems. 

The most telling difficulty, how
ever, was embodied in statements 
like, "We have learned that faculty 
members are key to establishing edu
cational reform, but that they often 
prefer not to participate in the 
process. While deans may see the 
need for change, the faculty, as a 
whole, often does not." Another 
states, "Our biggest problems have 
been dealing with the educational 
community's overall resistance to 
change and with the structures of the 
universities that inhibit innovation." 

WPI solved many of these prob
lems years ago and by leading the 
cultural change will again be making 
a difference. We can begin to do so, 
for example, through additional fac
ulty presentations on pedagogical 
research at national meetings, 
through a planned major education 
conference at WPI in response to 
this afternoon's symposium, and by 
offering workshops to faculty from 
other institutions. 

We cannot afford to be complacent, however. 
A5 Will Rogers said, "Even if you're on the right 
track, you'll get run over if you just sit there." We 
must continue to reduce costs as well as identify 
new resources to meet our future needs. Our 
efforts to expand the base of applicants for WPI's 
programs must be redoubled, with due attention 
to various diversity issues. The WPI Plan should 
be continuously improved, refined and extended 
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"We cannot afford to be 

complacent, however. 

As Will Rogers said, 

'Even if you're on the 

right track, you'll get 

run over if you just sit 

there.'" 



"I want to say to my 

faculty colleagues that, 

as individuals, you are 

our leaven for making 

a difference .. .. It is 

nearly impossible to 

measure your impact 

as it radiates through 

your students like 

ripples in a pond. " 
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to incorporate the freshman year and even the 
master's level within our graduate program. Our 
international programs should be strengthened, 
with even greater opportunities for students to 
develop cultural awareness and foreign language 
skills as part of their project work. 

The graduate program also needs strategic 
examination and support to bring it more into the 
campus mainstream. We must continue to integrate 
our scholarly research and teaching efforts and to 
develop further concepts like ethics and academic 
honesty within all our educational programs. 
Beyond academics, we need to address additional 
quality-of-life issues on campus. For example, we 
badly need a campus center, a facility I believe was 
first proposed in 192 5. Other strategic needs are 
being identified and will be prioritized in the coming 
year with the help of the entire WPI community. 

In closing, I want to say to my faculty col
leagues that, as individuals, you are our leaven for 
making a difference. You contribute as teachers, as 
advisors, as scholars, as role models, and as friends 
of your students. It is nearly impossible to measure 
your impact as it radiates through your students 
like ripples in a pond. Let me illustrate this point. 

In my senior year, one of my teachers at the 
University of Virginia, Prof. Eugene Mc Vey, asked 
me to join his research team and pursue graduate 
work. I had already accepted a job with the New
port News Shipyard and had never even considered 
graduate school. I gained release from the job com
mitment and went on to complete my master's and 
doctorate. This led to a faculty appointment; 10 
years later, I was asked to chair the Department of 
Electrical Engineering. That, in turn, led to my 
becoming dean of the School of Engineering at 
Vanderbilt University. Finally, here I am today in 
the midst of this ceremony rather than at some dry
dock in Virginia. Clearly, Gene Mc Vey changed 
my life. I have tried to repay him by mentoring my 
own students. Some of them are now faculty mem
bers who help their students, and so these ripples 
continue to propagate. Each member of this faculty 
is an important part of a similar dynamic. 

I hope that as president I, too, can make a dif
ference. However, realizing that I am the 14th 
president to serve WPI is sobering. It brings 
home the fact that each president has but a short 
time to hold the baton before passing it on to a 
successor. The obligation to take a long view that 
extends well beyond one's own tenure is thus very 
compelling. I intend to meet this obligation to the 
best of my ability. I look forward to working with 
the trustees, the provost and other officers, the 
faculty, the students, the staff, and the alumni in 
turning our challenges into opportunities and, 
together, making a difference. 

Getting On 
With theJob 
of Change 
Jn a speda l ina ugura l symposium1 

eight leaders from academia 1 

industry a nd the accreditation 

community looked to the future 

of tech no logical education in the 

United Sta tes. 

The world of work has changed dramatically. 
Today's technological professionals enter a 
workplace transformed by mergers, down

sizing, the globalization of business and industry, 
the incredible pace of technological change, and 
the growing importance of small, entrepreneurial 
companies. To succeed in this new world, they 
need more than a strong technical education. They 
need a set of skills and abilities that most science 
and engineering programs don't currently provide, 
or provide well. For that reason, technological 
higher education in the country must change-and 
change quickly. 

That was the conclusion of a symposium held 
in conjunction with the inauguration ofWPI 
President Edward Parrish. "The New Liberal 
Education for the Age of Technology" brought 
together eight leaders from academia, industry 
and the accreditation community to discuss the 
state of technological higher education and to 
make recommendations for its future. In addition 
to Parrish, the panelists were Eleanor Baum, dean 
of the School of Engineering at Cooper Union; 
Douglas Bowman, director of electronics and 
information technology at Lockheed Martin Cor
poration; Frederick E . Hutchinson, president of 
the University of Maine; David A. Kettler, execu
tive director of science and technology at Bell
South Corporation; Mark M. Little, vice presi
dent for power generation engineering at GE 
Power Systems; and George D. Peterson, execu
tive director of the Accreditation Board for Engi
neering and Technology. The moderator was 
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] oseph Hinchey, chair of the board of trustees of 
Union College. 

In brief remarks that opened the two-hour 
panel discussion, Bowman explained why many 
corporations today have an abiding interest in the 
state of technological education. "More than mar
ket share-more than almost anything else- the 
future of our business depends on the quality of 
the scientists and engineers we hire." 

Bowman said those new hires must be pre
pared to work in an environment that differs 
greatly from the workplace of just 10 years ago. 
"We used to have small design teams and lone 
engineers," he said . "But the lone engineer has 
gone the way of the Lone Ranger. Today we work 
in multidisciplinary teams that need not be co
located geographically, or even limited by political 
boundaries. Work on projects can continue 24 
hours a day as the sun moves around the Earth. 
And professionals must be able to adapt to the 
staggering pace of technological change. For 
example, the division that employs the largest 
number of people at Lockheed Martin-software 
engineering-didn't even exist 15 years ago." 

While industry will always look to hire engi
neers and scientists who have received solid techni
cal educations, today they also seek graduates who 
know how to apply that knowledge to real prob
lems, Little noted. "We are looking for students 
who have the breadth to go beyond the intellectual 
application of technology to the real-world applica
tion." Just as important, Bowman added, students 
need to understand the context in which they will 
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create those applications. "Today, many engineer
ing decisions are made independent of the engi
neering and technology that might go into a specif
ic product. There are often social, political and 
economic factors to consider, as well." 

"We require the students we hire to demon
strate their communicative abilities- written and 
oral," noted Kettler. "We want to see if they can 
sell an idea. They will be immersed in project 
activity with people from different backgrounds 
and different disciplines, and technological profes
sionals have to be able to articulate their views so 
those who have no insight into the technology will 
feel part of the team. Lifelong learning is also 
important. The half-life of an undergraduate elec
trical engineering degree is now on the order of 
five years- if that long. Because the technology is 
changing so fast, students must gain the learning, 
decision and analytical skills they will need to 
move forward." 

There is no doubt that technological educa
tion must change to prepare graduates who pos
sess these qualities. The question, Baum observed, 
is how to accomplish that change. "How do you 
do all that within a traditional engineering pro
gram? The way you don't do it is to just keep 
adding courses. You have to rethink the way you 
teach, and the way you integrate knowledge from 
various disciplines, and not be so terribly involved 
in being a conveyor of information. You have to 
help your students develop the versatility they 
need to change as their careers change, as tech
nology changes, and as society changes. So the 
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"You have to rethink the way 

you teach, and the way you 

integrate knowledge from 

various disciplines, and 

not be so terribly involved 

in being a conveyor of 

information." 

- Eleanor Baum 

"The half-life of an 

undergraduate electrical 

engineering degree is now 

on the order of five years

if that long. Because the 

technology is changing so 

fast, students must gain 

the learning, decision and 

analytical skills they need to 

more forward." 

-David Kettler 



"You can't do all this in 

four years if you want to 

retain a strong technical 

core. If we are going to 

embellish the curriculum 

with these other necessary 

skills, we need more time

possibly five years." 

-George Peterson 

"For most of our histories 

we've operated in a growth 

mode. But things are 

different now and it looks 

like that will be so for a long 

time. We are having to set 

priorities as we've never 

had to before." 

-Frederick Hutchinson 

main thing we have to do is teach students how to 
learn on their own." 

Peterson said the same approach should be 
taken to broadening the liberal component of 
technological education programs. "Don't simply 
add a course in the humanities or a course called 
'The Impact of Technology' and conclude that 
you've satisfied that objective," he said. 

He added that for a revised technological cur
riculum to be effective, it must have a clear set of 
objectives and that these must be clearly commu
nicated to students. "When the expected out
comes are clear to students, the courses they take 
will make more sense. And since you will be 
focused on producing a product you've advertised 
to your students, you can get away from the idea 
of adding courses and instead integrate the liberal 
arts and technology throughout the curriculum." 

Parrish said colleges and universities also need 
to rethink the way they deliver a technological 
education. To deal with the rising cost of teaching 
engineering and science, they will need to 
improve the efficiency of their educational pro
grams without eroding their quality. "We have to 
get our rising costs under control or we will be 
out of business," he said. "We can't continue to 
have the escalating costs that have pressed us over 
the past few years." 

"For most of our histories we've operated in a 
growth mode," Hutchinson said. "But things are 
different now and it looks like that will be so for a 
long time. We are having to set priorities as we've 
never had to before. As we do so, we have to be 
clear about those priorities." 

Parrish described an ongoing experiment at 
WPI, funded by the Davis Educational Founda
tion, that trains students to help teach other stu
dents. These peer learning assistants help increase 
the effectiveness of faculty members "without 
simply adding more students to the classroom. 
We also have the promise of educational technol
ogy, which we've been hearing about for decades," 
he said. Now, however, with the World Wide 
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Web, multimedia and so on, the technology has 
reached a point where we have some powerful 
ways to engage students and lower the cost of 
education, without negatively impacting quality." 

Noting that "the days are gone when universi
ties could be all things to all people," Baum said 
educational institutions today can further increase 
their efficiency and hold down costs by entering 
into partnerships with other colleges and universi
ties to share programs and resources. "We can col
laborate with neighboring institutions," she said. 
"And with the Internet, our neighborhood can be 
the whole world. These partnerships may not bring 
down the costs of our programs dramatically, but 
they can help us provide a quality education for 
students while we hold the line on costs." 

Even with increased efficiency and the sharing 
of resources, technological universities may find it 
difficult to provide students a sound technological 
education and equip them with the attributes they 
need to succeed in today's workplace in the span 
of a traditional four-year undergraduate program, 
Peterson noted. "You can't do all this in four 
years if you want to retain a strong technical 
core," he said. "If we are going to embellish the 
curriculum with these other necessary skills, we 
need more time-possibly five years. Will indus
try pay for that additional time, perhaps in higher 
entry salaries?" 

"That depends," Kettler said, "on what is 
added in that fifth year. Colleges and universities 
are delivering a product- their graduates. If 
industry can find a product it wants and can work 
in partnership with academia to deliver this prod
uct, they will pay for it." 

As the symposium concluded, the panelists 
agreed that there is considerable reason for opti
mism. They pointed particularly to the growing 
national consensus within industry, academia, and 
a wide range of organizations with an interest in 
maintaining the nation's technical and economic 
competitiveness on the need for reform in techno
logical education, and to the vision that is emerg
ing for how technological education should 
evolve. It is a vision that points to a solution not 
unlike WPI's own project-based, outcome-oriented 
program, the WPI Plan. 

"We are at a stage where people recognize 
that engineering education needs to change, 
where accrediting agencies are encouraging that 
kind of change, and where partnerships are being 
formed to bring that change about," Baum said. 
"Getting on with the job is now the challenge. I 
think you are fortunate at WPI because your pres
ident is the person who has the vision to really 
meet the challenge." 

-MICHAEL W. DORSEY 

DECEMBER 1996 



THE YEAR IN REVIEW ~y THE YEAR IN PREVIEW 

Eventful Year Prelude to 
Exciting Era of Opportunity 

THE PLANETS ARE ALIGNED." 

That's a phrase heard 
often on campus these 

days. Attributed to WPI Presi
dent Edward A. Parrish, it is an 
apt way of summing up what 
may well be one of the most 
important periods in WPI's 
history, a brief window of time 
during which an extraordinary con
fluence of events and activities will 
provide the university an opportunity 
to seize the national spotlight and gain 
widespread recognition for its pioneering 
efforts in technological education. 

The momentum began building dur
ing a frenzied month last spring, when 
five major events brought hundreds The Roman god Janus was the guardian of 

Here is a review of the highlights 
of the 1995-96 academic year and 
a look ahead at what's on tap for 
the current academic year. 

The Year Past 
A MONTH To REMEMBER 

They called it "April Madness." 
In the short span of a month, 

WPI rededicated a building, 
observed the centennial of an acad

emic department, welcomed the crew 
of a space mission, and (in two separate 

events) celebrated the silver anniversary 
of its pioneering undergraduate program. 

It was a month to glory in WPI's storied 
past and to gaze into its future. 

of visitors to campus. It has con
tinued into the current year as 
WPI serves as one of only two 
institutions across the nation pilot

gates and doors. His two faces look simultaneously to 
the past and the fature. Like Janus, our report this year 

looks backward and forward to capture an impor
tant period of transition at the university. 

testing a set of new outcome-oriented 
criteria for engineering accreditation. And it 
will be enhanced by an ambitious strategic 
planning process recently set in motion that 
will enable the university to chart a new 
direction for the decades ahead and set the 
stage for a new capital campaign. 

Now here was that more true 
than at the two events organized to 
focus attention on the 25th anni
versary of the WPI Plan. The 

first, Project Presentation Day 

"We have a number of planets lined 
up right now," Parrish says. "We're turning 
out the right kind of graduate for today's 
world. We're way ahead in project-based 
education and in providing global opportu
nities. In fact, several major national studies 
have made recommendations for change 
in technological education that are already 
manifested in the educational program we 
pioneered 2 5 years ago. Through an ongo
ing strategic planning process, we have the 
opportunity to focus on the objectives that 
will enable us to take advantage of the sig
nificant opportunities we have before us 
and to raise the funds we need to achieve 
those objectives. Things just don't line up 
like this every year!" 

WPI]OURNAL 

The WPI Plan's 25th anniversary was 
observed on Project Presentation Day, 
top, and Commemoration Day, which 
included a panel discussion of WPl's 
next 25 years, bottom. 

(April 18), gave the WPI community 
and the companies and organizations that 
sponsor WPI's student projects a chance to 
see the remarkable things students accom-

' plish in their three required Plan projects. 
The more than 250 student presentations 
(mostly of Major Qualifying Projects) 
offered a never-before-seen panoramic view 
of what students can do if given the freedom 
and the opportunity to spread their intellec
tual wings. 

The second Plan event, Commemor
ation Day (April 23), was an opportunity 
to look back and peer ahead. A luncheon 
brought together the men and women who 
drafted the Plan, implemented it and evalu
ated its progress to recall some of the most 
eventful and important days in WPI's histo
ry. In a panel discussion that afternoon, the 
authors of five invited papers presented their 
visions of the next 2 5 years at WPI; David 
Warsh, syndicated economics columnist for 
the Boston Globe and Chicago Tribune, was the 
keynote speaker. The day concluded with 
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THE YEAR IN REVIEW 

the annual faculty convoca
tion and a gala reception for 
the WPI community. (For 
more on the Plan's 25th 
anniversary and a report on 
the invited papers, see the 
October 1996 WPI Journal.) 

The centennial of the 
Electrical and Computer 
Engineering Department 
was observed on April 19. 
The department welcomed 
its alumni and other guests to 
an open house, a panel dis
cussion and a reception and 
dinner. The panel, made up 
of ECE faculty members and 
alumni, engaged in a spirited 
debate about where the next 
100 years may take the field 
of electrical engineering. At 
the dinner, guests enjoyed a 
talk by William R. Grogan 
'46EE, dean emeritus of 
undergraduate studies, who 
described the early years of 
the department. (For more 
on the early history of electri
cal engineering at WPI, see 
"An Electric Century" in the 
Spring 1996 Journal.) 

On April 2 9, the focus 
was the rededication of 
Higgins Laboratories. 
Completed in 1942 as the 
second home on campus for 
mechanical engineering (the first was Strat
ton Hall), the building was completely 
refurbished and expanded beginning in 
1 994. Ready for the start of the 1995 fall 
semester, the all-new Higgins Labs includes 
a 17 ,000-square-foot addition that houses 
classrooms and labs, as well as an elevator 
and the mechanical, electrical and plumbing 
systems for the entire building. Among the 
new facilities created in the $8.5 million 
renovation is the Design Studio, a suite 
of labs and a multimedia classroom that is 
the centerpiece of a new way of teaching 
engineering design. (For more on the ren
ovations, see "A Mechanical Marvel" in the 
Spring 1996 Journal.) 

April 10 would have been a remarkable 
day in Worcester if for nothing more than 
the storm that left behind 14 inches of snow. 
But the real excitement at WPI that day was 
caused by the arrival of eight true heroes. 
All but one member of the crew of STS-7 3, 
the 16-day scientific mission that flew on the 
space shuttle Columbia in October 1995, 
came to campus for a day of activities. 

Among them was Albert Sacco Jr., head of 
the WPI Chemical Engineering Depart
ment and WPI's first faculty astronaut. The 
day included "Countdown to Tomorrow," 
a celebration of the Columbia mission and a 
tribute to the astronauts who made it one 
of the most successful science missions in 
NASA's history. (For more on Al Sacco's 
ride into space, see "Coming Home" in the 
Winter 1996 Journal.) 

ANOTHER SILVER ANNlvERSARY 

Just over a quarter century ago, while the 
university was in the midst of creating the 
WPI Plan, the Computer Science Depart
ment was making its debut. In 1969, long 
before the age of the personal computer, 
WPI launched a graduate program in com
puter science; the undergraduate program 
began a year later. Since then, the depart
ment has built a reputation for excellence in 
education and research. In 1986 it became 
one of the first departments in the nation 
to be accredited by the Computer Science 
Accreditation Board. In September 1995, 

Top, a student-built hover
craft dominates this view 
of the large project lab in 
Higgins Laboratories as 
guests tour the renovated 
building. Bottom, from 
left, Columbia astronauts 
Ken Bowersox, Al Sacco, 
Kathryn Thornton, 
Michael Lopez-Alegria, 
Catherine Coleman, Fred 
Leslie, Glynn Holt and 
David Matthiesen during 
their visit' to WPI. 

the department hosted a 
25th anniversary celebration 
in Fuller Laboratories, its 
home since 1990, for many 
of its 2,000 alumni. 

N EW PROVOST L OOKS 
T o B UILD ON S OLID 
F OUNDATION 

J ohn F. Camey TI, formerly 
professor of civil engineering 
and associate dean for 
research and graduate affairs 
at Vanderbilt University, was 
named WPI's new provost 
and vice president for aca
demic affairs this spring. 
Carney succeeded Diran 
Apelian, Howmet Professor 
of Mechanical Engineering, 
who became head of the 
newly formed Metal Pro
cessing Institute, a WPI 

research group comprising industrial con
sortia in the areas of aluminum casting, 
powder metallurgy and semisolid metals 
processing. William W . Durgin was 
appointed associate provost for academic 
affairs, giving him primary responsibility for 
WPI's academic and research programs. A 
member of the faculty since 1971, Durgin 
was most recently dean of graduate studies 
and research. 

Carney sees his role as WPI's chief aca
demic officer as that of building on a solid 
foundation, one that includes an excellent 
faculty, outstanding academic and research 
facilities, a unique project-based undergrad
uate program, and a global perspective pro
gram widely regarded as the leader in global 
technological higher education. "WPI is a 
wonderful technological university that 
doesn't get the national and international 
recognition it deserves," he says. 

Carney's goals for the undergraduate 
program include trying to expand the bene
fits of project-based education into the first 
year, a time when most students spend a 
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From the Treasurer: 

The fiscal year closing on June 30, 1996 was the first for WPI under new financial accounting stan

dards imposed for not-for-profit organizations. WPI has, in conjunction with our external auditing 

firm, Coopers & Lybrand L.L.P., developed these reports in a form that we hope is most meaningful 

to all of the constituencies associated with the university. 

While it is not easy to compare FY 96 to FY 95 because of the change in the reporting format, it is 

clear that WPI occupies a very strong financial position at year end. This strength is due to the effective 

stewardship and management of the university's assets by the Board of Trustees and, on the operational 

side, by the effective and concerned commitment of the entire community to balancing the operating 

budget in a period of time when the stress of financial aid on the budget continues to be extreme. 

The year-end results as audited by Coopers & Lybrand are detailed in the new exhibits this year 

titled "Statement of Financial Position," "Statement of Activities" and "Statement of Cash Flows." 

They are included in the pages that follow. A notable change is that invested assets are now recorded 

at market value rather tlnn at book value, as had been the practice in the past. This change alone has 

resulted in an increase in net assets of approximately $19 million. 

Another change shows the assets reported as permanently restricted, temporarily restricted and 

unrestricted net assets. Of tl1e $224,220,529 in net assets at year end on June 30, 1996, $41,170,281 

was temporarily restricted and $49,222,228 was permanently restricted. 

Stephen J. Hebert '66 

Vice President for Administration, Treasurer and Secretary of the Corporation 

EDITORS NOTE: The graphs included with these financial statements are intended to show trends in key 
financial parameters. For consistency, the FY96 numbers were computed using financial accounting standards 
in use by WPI through FY9 5. In many cases, these numbers are not directly comparable to similar numbers 
included in the financial statements, which were computed using new financial accounting standards (see above). 
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT ACCOUNTANTS 

The Board of Trustees 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute: 

We have audited the accompanying statement of financial 
position of Worcester Polytechnic Institute ("WPI" or the 
"University") as ofJune 30, 1996 and the related statements 
of activities and cash flows for the year then ended. These 
financial statements are the responsibility of the University's 
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on 
these financial statements based on our audit. 

We conducted our audit in accordance with generally 
accepted auditing standards. Those standards require that we 
plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance 
about whether the financial statements are free of material 
misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, 
evidence supporting the amounts and disclosures in the finan
cial statements. An audit also includes assessing the accounting 
principles used and significant estimates made by management, 
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presenta
tion. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for 
our opinion. 

In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above 
present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of 
WPI as of]une 30, 1996, the changes in its net assets and cash 
flows for the year then ended in conformity with generally 
accepted accounting principles. 

As discussed in Note 1 to the financial statements, during 
1996 WPI adopted Statement of Financial Accounting Stan
dards (SFAS) No. 116, "Accounting for Contributions Received 
and Made," SFAS No. 117, "Financial Statements ofNot-for
Profit Organizations," and SFAS No. 124, "Accounting for 
Certain Investments Held by Not-for-Profit Organizations." 

Boston, Massachusetts 
October 4, 1996 

AUDITED REPORTS 

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION 
June 30, 1996 

ASSETS 

Cash and cash equivalents 
ccounts receivable, net 

Accrued income receivable 
Contributions receivable, net 
Inventories 
Deposits with trustees 
Prepaid expenses and other assets 
Notes receivable 
Intermediate and long-term investments 
Land, buildings and equipment, net 

Total assets 

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS 

Accounts payable and accrued liabilities 
Deposits and deferred revenues 
Short-term portion of long-term debt 
Annuities payable 
Funds held for others 
Refundable government loan funds 
Long-term debt 
Commitments (Note 9) 

Total liabilities 

Net assets: 
Unrestricted 
Temporarily restricted 
Permanently restricted 

Total net assets 

Total liabilities and net assets 

$ 8,897,041 
3,513,567 

244,401 
875,475 

11,600 
1,074,532 
1,237,632 

13,692,116 
186,330,612 
68,111,281 

$ 283 ,988,257 

5,625,670 
2,427,714 
1,668,502 
1,967,071 

330,377 
8,826,754 

38,92 1,640 

59,767,728 

133,828,020 
41,170,281 
49,222,228 

224,220,529 

$ 283 ,988,257 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements. 
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STATEMENT OF ACTIVITIES 
for the year ended June 30, 1996 

Temporarily Permanently 
Unrestricted Restricted Restricted Total 

Operating revenues: 
Tuition and fees $ 46,910,644 $ 46,910,644 
Other educational operations 6,427,083 6,427,083 
Contributions 6,520, 11 5 $ 601,906 7, 122,021 
Contract and exchange transactions 12,326,097 12,326,097 
Investment income on endowment 5,085,852 5,085,852 
Other investment income 913,244 150,008 $ 81,948 1,145,200 
Net realized gains on endowment, expended 1,553,5 15 1,131,052 2,684,567 
Net realized gain on other investments 164,500 164,500 
Sales and services of auxiliary enterprises 7,651 ,494 7,65 1,494 
Other 1,189,343 1,189,343 

Total revenues 88,741 ,887 1,882,966 81 ,948 90,706,801 
Net assets released from restriction 1,445,48 1 (1,445,48 1) 

Total revenues and other support 90,187,368 437,485 81 ,948 90,706,801 
Operating expenses: 

Instruction and department research 30,649,464 30,649,464 
Sponsored research 6,328,533 6,328,533 
Public service 1,949,904 1,949,904 
Institution and academic support 9,938,004 9,938,004 
Student services 4,152,898 4, 152,898 
Operation and maintenance of plant 10,728,737 10,728,737 
Student aid 18,724,960 18,724,960 
Auxiliary enterprises 6,669,936 6,669,936 

Total operating expenses 89,142,436 0 0 89,142,436 

Change in net assets from operating activities 1,044,932 437,485 81,948 1,564,365 
N onoperating: 

Realized and unrealized gains 11 ,973,5 12 9,022,382 177,934 21,173,828 
Contributions 557,574 659,2 12 2,668,147 3,884,933 
Net assets released from restrictions 6,643, 154 (6,643, 154) 

Change in net assets from 
nonoperating activities 19, 174,240 3,038,440 2,846,081 25,058,761 

Total change in net assets 20,219,172 3,475,925 2,928,029 26,623,126 
Net assets beginning 113,608,848 37,694,356 46,294,199 197 ,597 ,403 

Net assets ending $ 133,828,020 $ 41,170,281 $ 49,222,228 $ 224,220,529 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements. 
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS 
for the year ended June 30, 1996 

Cash flows from operating activities: 
Change in net assets 
Adjustments to reconcile change in net assets 

to net cash provided by operating activities: 
Depreciation and amortization 
Provision for bad debts 
Contributions other than cash 
Noncash increase in annuities payable 
Net realized and unrealized gain 

on investments 
Contributions restricted for 

long-term investments 
Investment income restricted for 

long-term investments 
Changes in operating assets and liabilities: 

Decrease in accounts receivable 
Decrease in contributions receivable 
Increase in notes receivable 
Decrease in prepaids and other assets 
Increase in funds held for others 
Increase in accounts payable and 

accrued expenses 
Increase in annuities payable 
Decrease in deferred revenue 

N et cash provided by operating activities 

$ 26,623,126 

5,894,081 
53,913 

(2,278,933) 
(80,489) 

(2 3 '967 ,099) 

(2,668,147) 

(81,948) 

45,317 
685,925 
(39,750) 
42,560 
83,601 

387,960 
172,166 
(67,651) 

4,804,632 

The accompanying notes are an integral part of the financial statements. 

Total Revenues 

Cash flows from investing activities: 
Proceeds from sales and maturities 

of investments 
Purchases of investments 
Proceeds from sales of land 
Purchase of land, building and equipment 
Disbursement of loans to students 
Repayments of loans from students 

Net cash used for investing activities 

Cash flows from financing activities: 
Receipts of refundable government loan funds 
Contributions restricted for long-term 

investments 
Investment income restricted for long-term 

investments 
Deposits with trustees 
Proceeds from issuance of debt 
Repayment of principal indebtedness 

Net cash provided by financing activities 

Net decrease in cash and cash equivalents 
Cash and cash equivalents, beginning 

Cash and cash equivalents, ending 

Supplemental cash flow information: 
Interest paid 

Total Expenditures (before transfers) 

73,443,683 
(77,409,949) 

164,500 
(5,325,050) 
(2,193,727) 
1,588,941 

(9,731,602) 

178,597 

2,668,147 

81,948 
315,253 
835,869 

(1,224,472) 

2,855,342 

(2,071,628) 
10,968,669 

$ 8,897,041 

$ 2,555,972 

Years ending June 30, 1987-96 - current dollars (millions) • • • • • 1983 dollars (millions) Years ending June 30, 1987-96 - Current do llars (millions) • • • • • 1983 dollars (millions) 
~ ~ 

__ .J----+---i----t7:;:-0 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

51.4 
45.4 

55.4 
46.9 

60.5 
49.0 

65.6 
50.7 

69.8 
51.2 

72.8 
51.7 

78.0 
53.8 

···· ········ 

81.4 
54.7 
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55.3 

55 

40 
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50.6 
44.7 

53.8 
45.6 

58.3 
47.2 

63.6 
49.1 

66.9 
49.0 

70.9 
50.4 

77.1 
53.1 

............ 
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84.6 
55.2 

70 

55 

40 
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NOTES TO FINANCIAL STATEMENTS . 

1. ACCOUNTING P OLICIES 

Basis of Presentation In fiscal 1996, Worcester Polytechnic Insti
tute ("WPI" or the "University") adopted Statement of Financial 
Accounting Standards (SFAS) No. 116, "Accounting for Contribu
tions Received and Made," SFAS No. 117, "Financial Statements of 
Not-for-Profit Organizations," and SFAS No. 124, "Accounting for 
Certain Investments Held by Not-for-Profit Organizations." SFAS 
No. 116 requires that unconditional promises to give (pledges) be 
recorded as receivables and revenues within the appropriate net 
asset category. SFAS No. 117 establishes standards for general-pur
pose external financial statements of not-for-profit organizations, 
including a statement of financial position, a statement of activities 
and a statement of cash flows. SFAS No. 124 establishes standards 
of financial accounting and reporting for certain investments in 
securities and establishes disclosure requirements for most invest
ments held by not-for-profit organizations. 

These financial statements, which are presented on the accrual 
basis of accounting, have been prepared to focus on WPI as a whole 
and to present balances and transactions according to the existence or 
absence of donor-imposed restrictions. This has been accomplished 
by classification of fund balances and transactions into three classes of 
net assets-permanently restricted, temporarily restricted or unre
stricted. 

WPI has defined its primary activities as operating and nonop
erating. Operating activities consist primarily of activities supporting 
the educational mission and purpose ofWPI. Nonoperating activi
ties consist primarily of endowment gifts, unspent appreciation on 
endowment, and contributions for capital use. 

Net assets and revenues, expenses, gains and losses were classi
fied based on the existence or absence of donor-imposed restric
tions. Accordingly, net assets and changes therein are classified as 
follows: 

Permanently Restricted Net Assets Net assets subject to 
donor-imposed stipulations that they be maintained perma
nently by the University. Generally, the donors of these assets 
permit the institution to use all or part of the income earned 
on related investments for general or specific purposes. 
Temporarily Restricted Net Assets Net assets whose use is 
restricted by state law or subject to donor-imposed stipulations 
that may or will be met by actions of WPI and/or the passage 
of time. 
Unrestricted Net Assets Net assets not subject to donor
imposed stipulations. 

Revenues are reported as increases in unrestricted net assets 
unless use of the related assets is limited by donor imposed restric
tions. Expenses are reported as decreases in unrestricted net assets. 

Tuition and Fees Revenues 

Gains and losses on investments and other assets or liabilities are 
reported as increases or decreases in unrestricted net assets unless 
their use is restricted by explicit donor stipulation or by law. Expi
rations of temporary restrictions on net assets (that is, the donor
stipulated purpose has been fulfilled and/or the stipulated time 
period has elapsed) are reported as reclassifications between the 
applicable classes of net assets. 

When it adopted SFAS No. 124, the University changed its 
method of valuation for investments from cost to fair market value, 
to more appropriately reflect its investment activities. The effect of 
retroactively recording the market value of investments is reflected 
in an adjustment to net assets as ofJune 30, 1995 as reported on the 
statement of activities. 

The following is a reconciliation of previously reported total 
fund balances at June 30, 1995 to the restated total net asset bal
ances at the same date. 

Total fund balances as reported 
atJune 30, 1995 

Book to market value adjustment 
Pledges receivable, net 
Funds held in trust by others 
Refundable federal student loans to liability 
Other 

Net assets, June 30, 1995 

Permanently restricted net assets consist of the 
following atJune 30, 1996: 

Endowment funds-original principal 
Split-interest agreements and perpetual trusts 
Student loan funds 

Temporarily restricted net assets consist of the 
following atJune 30, 1996: 

Gifts and other unexpended revenues: 
Instruction, research and institutional 

support 
Acquisition of building and equipment 

Endowment funds-unspent income 
and appreciation 

Split-interest agreements and 
perpetual trusts 

$ 184,268,704 
19,392,855 

1,561 ,400 
1,568,620 

(8,648, 157) 
(546,019) 

$ 197 ,597 ,403 

$ 44,117,581 
3,677,311 
1,427,336 

$ 49,222,228 

$ 1,618,288 
1,789,783 

3,408,071 

33,158,358 

4,603,852 

$ 41,1 70,281 

Tuition and Fees as a Percent of Total Revenues 
Years ending June 30, 1987-96 - current dollars (millions) • • • • • 1983 dollars (mil lions) Years ending June 30, 1987-96 - Percent 
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31.4 
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28.7 
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At June 30, 1996, substantially all of the University's unrestricted 
net assets were designated for specific purposes, as follows: 

Long-term investment 
(quasi-endowment funds) 

Net investment in plant facilities 
Loans to students 
Undesignated 

$ 100,190,366 
26,618,897 

3,649,808 
3,368,949 

$ 133,828,020 

Gifts and Pledges Contributions, including unconditional 
promises to give, are recognized as revenues in the period 
received. Conditional promises to give are not recognized until 
they become unconditional, that is when the conditions on which 
they depend are substantially met. The net assets of the Alumni 
Association of WPI, a separate 501(c)(3) corporation, are not 
reflected on the books of WPI. Net assets were approximately $1.3 
million at June 30, 1996. Contributions of assets other than cash 
are recorded at their estimated fair value at the date received. Con
tributions to be received after one year are discounted at a rate of 
6 percent. Amortization of the discount is recorded as additional 
contribution revenue in accordance with donor-imposed restric
tions, if any, on the contributions. An allowance for uncollectible 
contributions receivable is provided based upon management's 
judgment including such factors as prior collection history, type of 
contribution and nature of fund-raising activity. 

Conditional promises to give and bequests not reflected in the 
financial statements are approximately $3,958,000. 

Release of Restrictions on Net Assets Received P rior to 
Adoption of SFAS No. 116 WPI has adopted retroactively the 
provisions of SFAS No. 116 concerning release from restrictions 
on temporarily restricted net assets upon incurrence of an expense 
when both unrestricted and temporarily restricted net assets are 
available for that purpose. Accordingly, the net asset balances as of 
July 1, 1995 (the date of adoption of SFAS No. 116) have been 
restated, as detailed on the statement of activities. 

Contributions with Restrictions Met in the Same Year 
Contributions, other than those for capital use, received with 
donor-imposed restrictions that are met in the same year as 
received are reported as revenues of the unrestricted net asset 
class. 

Sponsored Program Awards 
Years ending June 30, 1987-96 - Current dollars (millions) • • • • • 1983 dollars (millions) 
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... ... 
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5.3 

8.9 
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7.1 
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Release of Restrictions on Net Assets for Acquisition of Land, 
Building and Equipment Contributions of land, building and 
equipment without donor stipulations concerning the use of such 
long-lived assets are reported as revenues of the unrestricted net 
asset class. Contributions of cash and other assets to be used to 
acquire land, building and equipment without such donor stipula
tions are reported as revenues of the temporarily restricted net 
asset class. The restrictions are considered to be released at the 
time of acquisition of such long-lived assets. 

Cash and Cash Equivalents Cash and cash equivalents include 
cash on hand and short-term investments with maturities of 90 days 
or less when purchased. 

Inventories Inventories, consisting principally of alumni sou
venirs, are valued at the lower cost (first-in, first-out) or market. 

D eferred Financing Costs Deferred financing costs relate to 
debt issuance costs that are amortized over the life of the bonds. 
Total amortization expense for the year ended June 30, 1996 was 
$69,852. 

Sponsored Research Revenues associated with research and 
other contracts and grants at the University are recognized as 
related costs as incurred. Indirect cost recovery by the University 
is based on a predetermined fixed rate. 

Property, Plant and Equipment Land and land improvements, 
buildings and equipment are recorded at cost at the date of pur
chase. When assets are retired or otherwise disposed of, the cost 
and related accumulated depreciation are removed from the 
accounts, and any resulting gain or loss is reflected in operation for 
the period. The cost of maintenance and repairs is charged to 
income as incurred, significant renewals and betterments are capi
talized. 

WPI depreciates capital assets based upon their useful lives. 
The policy applies to assets acquired with an expected useful life of 
three years or more and a cost greater than $500. Depreciation is 
calculated using the straight-line method, half-year convention 
over the following estimated useful lives: 

Land improvements 
Buildings and improvements 
Equipment 

10-20 years 
20- 50 years 

3-10 years 

Depreciation expense for the year ended June 30, 1996 was 
$5,824,229. 

Student Aid 
Years ending June 30, 1987-96 - Current do llars (mi llions) • • • • • 1983 dollars (mill ions) 
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Split-Interest Agreements and Perpetual Trusts The Universi
ty has split-interest agreements with donors consisting primarily 
of charitable gift annuities, pooled income funds and irrevocable 
charitable remainder trusts. Assets held in trust are separately 
invested and are included in intermediate and long-term invest
ments on the statement of financial position. Income distributions 
are made to beneficiaries in accordance with the trust agreements. 

Contribution revenues for charitable gift annuities and chari
table remainder trusts are recognized at the dates the agreements 
are established, after recording liabilities for the present value of 
the estimated future payments to be made to the respective donors 
and/or beneficiaries. For pooled income funds, contribution rev
enue is recognized upon the establishment of the agreements as 
the fair value of the estimated receipts, discounted for the estimat
ed time period to complete the agreements. Such contributions, 
net of the related liabilities, are classified as increases in tempor
arily or permanently restricted net assets based on donor-imposed 
stipulations. 

The present value of payments to beneficiaries of charitable 
gift annuities and charitable remainder trusts and the estimated 
future receipts from pooled income funds are calculated using dis
count rates from 6 percent to 10 percent. 

Vested Vacation Accrual WPI accrues a liability for estimable 
compensated absences (vested vacation for hourly and salaried 
employees) as required by FASB Statement No. 43. 

Tax-Exempt Status The University is exempt from federal 
income tax under Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. 

Use of Estimates in the P reparation of Financial Statements 
The preparation of the financial statements in conformity with 
generally accepted accounting principles requires management to 
make estimates and assumptions that affect the reported amounts 
of assets and liabilities and disclosure of contingent assets and lia
bilities at the date of the financial statements and the reported 
amounts of revenues and expenses during the reporting period. 
Actual results could differ from those estimates. 

Market Value of Endowment 

2. ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 

Accounts receivable consist of the following 
atJune 30, 1996: 

Sponsored research 
Other receivables 

Less: allowance for doubtful accounts 

Total accounts receivable 

3. NOTES RECEIVABLE 

Notes receivable consist of the following 
atJune 30, 1996: 

Student loans 
Other 

Less: allowance for doubtful accounts 

Total notes receivable 

$ 2,078,695 
1,908,150 

3,986,845 
473,278 

$ 3,513,567 

$ 13,599,288 
108,677 

13,707,965 
15,849 

$ 13,692,116 

Notes receivable are principally amounts due from students under 
federally sponsored loan programs that are subject to significant 
restrictions. Accordingly, it is not practicable to determine the fair 
value of such amounts . 

4. CONTRIBUTIONS RECEIVABLE 

Unconditional promises are expected to be 
realized in the following periods: 

In one year or less 
Between one and five years 
Less discount of $81,690 and 

allowance of $318,310 

5. PROPERTY, PLANT AND EQUIPMENT 

Property, plant and equipment consists of the 
following atJune 30, 1996: 

Land and land improvements 
Buildings 
Equipment 
Construction in progress 

Less: accumulated depreciation 

Endowment Total Return 

$ 670,595 
604,880 

(400,000) 

$ 875,475 

$ 5,140,848 
78,837,572 
24,069,562 

3,067,982 

111,115,964 
43,004,683 

$ 68,111,281 

Years ending June 30, 1987-96 - Current dollars (millions) ••• • •1 983 dollars (millions) Years ending June 30, 1987-96 -Percent 
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6. INVESTMENTS Investments in equities, bonds, mutual funds and funds held in trust by others have been reported in the 
financial statements at fair value. Investment in the realty trust is reflected at cost. Fair values for investments 
held through limited partnerships are estimated by the respective external investment managers if fair values 
are not readily ascertainable. Cash and investments at June 30, 1996 were as follows: 

1996 

Split -Interest 
Endowment Agreements Other Total 

Cash and cash equivalents $ 2,327,748 $ 534,547 $ 6,034,746 $ 8,897,041 

Equities 84,244,067 4,328,700 12,000 88,584,767 
Bonds 15,097,631 4,614,420 100,000 19,812,051 
Mutual funds: 

Equity funds 36,981,458 36,981,458 
Fixed-income funds 23,480,809 208,900 23,689,709 

Realty trust* 3,000,000 3,000,000 
Oil and gas, L.P. * 7,581,344 7,581,344 
Bioventures, L.P. * 1,075,114 1,075,114 
Other Partnerships* 2,918,115 2,918,115 
Other* 700,000 241,880 941,880 
Funds held in trust by others * 1,746,174 1,746,174 

Total intermediate and 
long-term investments 175,078,538 10,931,174 320,900 186,330,612 

Total $ 177 ,406,286 $ 11,465,721 $ 6,355,646 $ 195,227,653 

*Not publicly traded 

Endowment Income and Spending At June 30, 1996, there was a total of 46,85 1,917 units, each having 
a market value of $3.698. Of the total units, 19,739,480 were owned by endowment funds and 27, 11 2,43 7 
were owned by internally designated funds. 

A summary of the market value per unit and the income per time-weighted unit for the pooled invest
ments held as of June 30, 1996 and in each of the prior four years is as follows: 

Income P er Market Value 
T ime-Weighted Unit Per Unit 

1996 $ 0.106 $ 3.698 
1995 0.114 3.190 
1994 0.094 2.968 
1993 0.121 3.028 
1992 0.149 2.857 

The University observes a spending rule with respect to unrestricted investment income on investments of 
the endowment. In accordance with that spending rule, the University distributed 5 .5 percent of the average 
unit market value for the previous two years to current operations. 

The spending rule distribution for fiscal 1996 is .165 per time-weighted unit, which was comprised of 
.106 of income per time-weighted unit and .059 per unit distributed from accumulated capital gains. 

Operations and Plant Maintenance Expenditures Instruction and Library Expenditures 
Years ending June 30, 1987-96 - Current dol lars (millions) • • • • • 1983 dollars (millions) 
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7. LONG• TERM DEBT 

Intermediate and long-term investments atJune 30, 1996 include the following split-interest agreements: 

Charitable gift annuities $ 2,148,149 
Charitable remainder trusts 4,416,008 
Pooled income funds 2,620,843 
Perpetual trusts 1,746,174 

$ 10,931,174 

lnvesttnent Return The investment return in the Statement of Activities can be summarized as follows: 

Investment income 
Net realized and unrealized gains 

Return on endowment 
Other investment income, unrestricted 
Other realized and unrealized gains 

Total return on investments 
Investment return designated for current operations 

Investtnent return in excess of amount designated for current operations 

Investment income is net of management expenses of $82 5, 441. 

$ 5,085,852 
23,400,515 

28,486,367 
1,063,252 

622,380 

30,171,999 
8,998,171 

$ 21,173,828 

Long-term debt atJune 30, 1996 amounted to $40,590,142 . Schedule I summarizes the components oflong
term debt. The aggregate amounts of principal due for each of the next five fiscal years are as follows: 

1997 $ 1,668,502 
1998 1,850,519 
1999 1,903,159 
2000 2,015,597 
2001 5,556,286 

$ 12,994,063 

On Oct. 1, 1988, WPI deposited with Trustees sufficient funds to defease HEFA Series B Bonds that 
mature July 1, 2000. The amount of Series B principal outstanding atJune 30, 1996 was $3,750,000. 

In compliance with the University's various bond indentures, deposits with Trustees at June 30, 1996 
include investments in debt service and reserve funds of $1,074,532. 

The bond agreements contain restrictive covenants that, among other restrictions, include the mainte
nance of certain financial ratios. 

The University has an interest rate swap agreement (the "Agreement") with an investment broker in 
order to reduce the cost of borrowing on certain outstanding debt. At June 30, 1996, the notional principal 
amount of the Agreement is $30,000,000. The Agreement effectively changes the interest rate exposure on 
the Series C and E (see Note 7, Schedule I) bonds to a variable rate based on specified bond index. The ini
tial swap transactions under the terms of the Agreement terminate in fiscal 1997. On April 12, 1994, WPI 
entered into a second swap agreement for Series C and E commencing in fiscal year 1994 and terminating 
in fiscal year 2000. In fiscal 1996 WPI recognized approximately $440,000 of investment income from the 
agreements. At June 30, 1996, the University had recognized $2.l million of income cumulatively from the 
agreements, which is included in unrestricted net assets. The University is exposed to credit risk in the 
event of nonperformance by the counterparty. The University is also exposed to market risk with respect to 
the second agreement. 

Annual Alumni Fund Giving Gifts and Bequests Received 
Years ending June 30, 1987-96 -current dollars (millions) • • • • • 1983 dol lars (millions) Years ending June 30, 1987-96 - Current dollars (millions) • • • • • 1983 dollars (millions) 
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Note 7, Schedule 1: Summary of Bonds, Notes and Mortgages Payable 
June 30, 1996 

Maturity Interest Original 

Purpose and Definition Date Rate % Issue 

Bonds Payable: 
Housing and Urban Development: 

Series A - April 1, 1969 (1) 711197 2.75 $ 987,000 
Series B - April 1, 1969 (2) 7 /l/01 2.375 919,000 
Series C - April 1, 1969 (3) 7 /1119 3.00 1,160,000 

Massachusetts Health and Educational 
Facilities Authority: 
Series A - July 1, 1977 (4) 711103 4.7-5.3 4,150,000 
Series C - Oct. 1, 1988 (5) 911100 5.7-7.10 7,985,000 
Series E - Dec. 1, 1991 (6) 9/1117 6-6.75 23,745,000 
SeriesJ-1 - Dec. 27, 1994 (6) 111105 Variable 3,995 ,523 
SeriesJ-2 -June 7, 1996 (6) 6/1116 Variable 3,936,894 

Mortgage Payable: 
Ellsworth-Fuller Student 

Residence Center (7) 12/31103 7.25 1,950,000 

Unsecured Notes: 
Fleet Bank - 9/28/93 10/1100 Libor+.135 4,500,000 

Total bonds and mortgages payable (8) 

Amount Balance 
Due Within June 30, 

One Year 1996 

$ 50,000 $ 97,000 
40,000 209,000 
25,000 752,000 

115,000 1,058,000 

180,000 1,480,000 
700,000 4,055,000 

23,745,000 
303,284 3,995,523 
105,464 835,869 

1,288,748 34,111,392 

96,004 920,750 

168,750 4,500,000 

$ 1,668,502 $ 40,590,142 

(1) Collateralized by land, building and equipment known as Morgan Hall (carried on the accounts at $833,817) and 
pledged net revenues, from the operations of the dormitory and dining hall located therein. 

(2) Collateralized by land, building and equipment known as Daniels Hall (carried on the accounts at $598,040) and 
pledged net revenues from the operations of the dormitory and bookstore located therein. 

(3) Collateralized by land , building and equipment known as Stoddard Residence Center (carried on the accounts at 
$794,075) and pledged net revenues from the operations of the dormitory and health center located therein. 

(4) Pledged as collateral are $1,628,000 of internally designated endowment funds equal to 110 percent of the principal 
amount of the bonds outstanding, which are held by a Trustee in the Debt Service Reserve Fund. Various academic 
revenues are pledged for the HEFA Series A bonds. 

(5) Various academic revenues are pledged for the HEFA Series C bonds. 

(6) The bonds are collateralized by pledged tuition receipts. 

(7) Interest is at 7 .2 5 percent, of which 3 percent is paid by WPI and the balance is paid by the U.S. Department of 
Housing and Urban Development. 

(8) The total amount outstanding at June 30, 1996 approximates fair value based on estimates using current interest 
rates available for debt with the same remaining maturities. 
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8. PENSION P LANS 

9. COMMITMENTS 

10. CONTINGENCIES 

WPl]OURNAL 

WPI contributes to a defined contribution plan (TIAA-CREF) for academic and nonacademic personnel. 
Contributions to TIAA-CREF are based on a percentage of payroll. The University's pension costs amount
ed to $2,342,933 for the fiscal year ended in 1996. 

During fiscal year 1995, WPI entered into commitments with several limited partnerships to invest 
$4,000,000. These partnerships invest in real estate and venture capital investments. As ofJune 30, 1996, 
WPI has funded $2,065,000, and has remaining commitments under the agreements of $1,935,000. 

The University has guaranteed a $1,287,000 mortgage debt of two fraternities. The mortgages are 
collateralized by real property owned by the fraternities . 

WPI is obligated under noncancelable operating leases for various facilities and equipment. Assets under 
these lease agreements consist of office furniture, computer equipment, office space and storage facilities. 

Commitments under noncancelable operating leases provide for minimum rental payments for the next 
five fiscal years of: 

1997 
1998 
1999 
2000 
2001 

$ 401,464 
384,888 
328,443 
265,008 
265,008 

$ 1,644,811 

Rental expense was $111,616 for the year ended June 30, 1996. 

WPI has pending several cases that have arisen in the normal course of operations. WPI believes that the 
outcome of these cases will have no material adverse effect on the University's financial position. 

The University's sponsored research program and indirect cost recovery are subject to the future audits 
by the respective sponsoring federal agency as provided for in federal sponsored research regulations. 
Management believes that such audits will not have a materially adverse effect on WPI's financial position. 
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WPI TRUSTEES AND OFFICERS 

As of June 30, 1996 

BOARD OF TRUSTEES (Numbers in parentheses indicate trustee committee appointments) 

John M. Nelson (3,5,6) Barbara Bain Gatison '74 
Chairman (1,3 ,8) 
Chairman, Wyman-Gordon Company President, SNET Wireline 

Peter H. Horstmann '5 5 Communications 

(1,5,6,9) James N. Heald II (7, 9) 
Vice Chairman Retired 
Director of Human Resources Wilfrid]. Houde '59 (1,4) 
Chronicle Publishing Company President, W.J. Houde & Associates 
Ronald L. Zarrella '71 M Howard Jacobson (3,5,6,7) 
(1,4,5,6) Senior Advisor, Bankers Trust 
Vice Chairman 
Vice President and Group Executive Charles C. Johnston '57 

General Motors Corporation (2,4,5,7) 
Ventex Technologies 

George T. Abdow '5 3 (9, 10) 
Chairman of the Board Paul]. Keating II '64 (1,6,9) 

Abdow Corporation President, RoofBlok Ltd. 

Paul A. Allaire '60 (4,7) Gordon B. Lankton (1,4) 

Chairman and CEO President, Nypro Inc. 

Xerox Corporation Peter H. Levine (1,3) 

Paul W Bayliss '60 (1,4,5,8) President and CEO 

Independent Consu ltants The Medical Center of Central 

Robert H. Beckett '57 
Massachusetts 

(2,4,5,10) Claude P. Mancel '71 (1,4) 

Retired Vice President for Research 

Daniel I. Coifrnan '67 (1,3) 
and Development, Europe, 
Middle East and Africa 

Manufacturer's Representative NV Procter & Gamble Company 
Able International Corporation 

F. William Marshall Jr. (3, 5, 7) 
Thomas A. Corcoran (4,5,10) President and CEO 
President and COO SIS Bank 
Lockheed Martin Electronics 

Myles McDonough (5,9,10) 
Michael A. DiPierro '68 (1,3) Chairman of the Board 
President, Baystone Corporation Flexcon Company Inc. 
Warner S. Fletcher (4,10) Philip R. Morgan (3, 7) 
Fletcher, Tilton & Whipple P.C. President and CEO 
Robert A. Foisie '56 (7,9) Morgan Construction Company 
President, Malick North America Inc. Judith Nitsch '75 (5,9,10) 
John C.S. Fray (1,3) President 
Program Director Judith Nitsch Engineering Inc. 
Integrative Animal Biology David P. Norton '62 (1,3) 
National Science Foundation President 
John]. Gabarro '61 (1,3 ,8) Renaissance Solutions Inc. 
UPS Foundation Professor of John F. O'Brien 
Human Resource Management President and CEO 

Harvard Business School Allmerica Financial 

OFFICERS OF THE UNIVERSITY 

Edward A. Parrish 
President 

OFFICE OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS 

John F. Carney III 
Provost and Vice President for 
Academic Attairs 

William W Durgin 
Associate Provost for 
Academic Attairs 

Lance Schachterle 
Assistant Provost for 

Academic Attairs 

OFFICE OF BUSINESS AFFAIRS 

Stephen]. Hebert 
Vice President for Admin istration, 
Treasurer, Secretary of the 
Corporation 
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Frank P. Conti 
Controller and Assistant Secretary 

Sylvia Cucinotta 
Associate Treasurer 

John E. Miller 
Associate Vice President for 

Business Atta irs and Director of 
Physical Plant 

DIVISION OF STUDENT AFFAIRS 

Bernard H. Brown 
Vice President for Student Attairs 

Janet Begin Richardson 
Assistant Vice President for 

Student Affairs and Dean of 
Student Life 

Edward A. Parrish (1,3,5) 
President, WPI 

Windle B. Priem '59 
(4,5,6,8,10) 
President, North America 
Korn/Ferry International 

Leonard E. Redon '73 (1,5,9) 
Vice President 
Eastman Kodak Company 
President, Customer Equipment 
Service Division 

Carol L. Reinisch (1,2,3) 
Chair, Department of 

Comparative Medicine 
Tufts Un iversity School of 
Veterinary Medicine 

Stephen E. Rubin '74 (1,9) 
President and CEO, lntellution Inc. 

John]. Shields '69 (3 ,5) 
President and CEO 
King's Point Holding Inc. 

Gordon H. Sigman Jr. '59 
Vice President, Business 

Development and Marketing 
Hamilton Standard 

H. Kerner Smith (1,4) 
President and CEO 
Stone & Webster Inc. 

Claude-Alain Tardy (1,3) 
Vice President and General Manager, 
Abrasives, North America and Asia 

Saint-Gobain, Norton Company 

Donald Taylor '49 (4,8,10) 
Sull ivan Associates 

EMERITI MEMBERS 

Walter]. Bank '46 (7) 
Retired 

John Lott Brown '46 
President Emeritus 
University of South Florida 

Robert Cushman 
Chairman of the Board, Retired 
Norton Company 

OFFICE OF UNIVERSITY 

RELATIONS 

John L. Heyl 
Vice President for University 

Relations 

LEGAL COUNSEL 

Fletcher, Tilton & 
Whipple P.C. 

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT HEADS 

Kenneth A. Stafford 
Aerospace Studies 

Ronald D. Cheetham 
Biology and Biotechnology 

Robert A. Peura 
Biomedical Engineering 

C. Marshall Dann '35 (10) 
Dann, Dorfman, Herrell and Skillman 

Richard A. Davis '5 3 ( 1) 
J&R Associates 

William A. Delphos '74 (1,4) 
President, Delphos International 

Albert M. Demont '3 1 
Retired 

William P. Densmore '45 
(1,2) 
Retired 

Irving James Donahue Jr. '44 
Chairman, Donahue Industries Inc. 

Raymond]. Forkey '40 (4) 
President, Retired 
Coppus Engineering Corporation 

Howard G. Freeman '40 (1,3) 
Founder and Chairman, Retired 
Neles-Jamesbury Corporation 

Anson C. Fyler '45 
Management Consultant 

Caleb D. Hammond '37 
Chairman Emeritus, Hammond Inc. 

William E. Hanson '32 
Retired 

Francis S. Harvey '3 7 (9) 
President and Treasurer 
Harvey & Tracy Associates Inc. 

Milton P. Higgins 
Retired 

John E. Hossack '46 (3,7) 
Retired 

Chandler W Jones '26 
Retired 

Carl W Lewin '39 
Retired 

C.John LindegrenJr. '39 (1) 
President, Lindco Inc. 

Arthur]. Lo Vetere '60 (3,7) 
Chairman, Reflexite Corporation 

John C. Metzger Jr. '46 (4) 
Group Vice President, Retired 
E.I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. Inc. 

Albert Sacco Jr. 
Chemical Engineering 

James B. Dittami 
Chemistry and Biochemistry 

Robert W Fitzgerald 
Civil and Environmental Engineering 

Robert E. Kinicki 
Computer Science 

John A. Orr 
Electrical and Computer Engineering 

David A. Lucht 
Center for Firesafety Studies 

Lee Fontanella 
Humanities and Arts 

Hossein Hakim 
Interdisciplinary and Global 
Studies Division 

Charles R. Michel '3 7 (1) 
Retired 

Stanley C. Olsen 
President, Gulf to Lakes Corporati on 

Hilliard W Paige '41 
Raymond]. Perreault '38 (9) 
President, Retired 
Falls Machine Screw Company Inc. 

Donald E. Ross '54 
Retired, MPB Corporation 

Miriam B. Rutman (1,4) 
President, The Herald Press 

George E. Saltus '53 
Retired 
Bell Telephone Laboratories Inc. 

Dorothy M. Simon 
S. Merrill Skeist '40 (4) 
President 
Spel lman High Voltage 
Electronics Corporation 

Robert C. Stempel '55 (4) 
Energy Conversion Devices 

Howard C. Warren '42 
Retired 

Robert]. Whipple (10) 
Fletcher, Tilton & Whipple PC. 

Leonard H. White '41 (9) 
Chairman and Treasurer 
R.H. White Construction Company 

KEY TO THE COMMITIEES OF 
THE BOARD 
(Assig;nrnents effective July 1, 1996) 

1. Academic Planning and Student 
Affairs Committee 

2. Audit Committee 
3. Budget and Finance Committee 
4. Development Committee 
5. Executive Committee 
6. Executive Compensation 

Committee 
7. Investment Committee 
8. Nominating Committee 
9. Physical Facilities Committee 

10. Trusteeship Committee 

McRea C. Banks II 
Management 

Gordon C. Branche 
Mathematical Sciences 

Mohammad N. Noori 
Mechanical Engineering 

Steven R. Lindberg 
Military Science 

Raymond R. Gilbert 
Physical Education and Athletics 

Thomas H. Keil 
Physics 

Douglas W Woods 
Social Science and Policy Studies 
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THE YEAR IN REVIEW 

great deal of their time taking conventional 
math, science and engineering courses. He 
says he would also like to see WPI continue 
to evolve into a broad-based technological 
university with programs-such as the exist
ing pre-health and pre-law programs-that 
will appeal to students who may not be 
interested in becoming engineers, but who 
want to be technically literate when they 
graduate. Such programs may also help 
WPI increase its enrollment of women. 

Camey says he would like to expand the 
full-time graduate program above its current 
enrollment of about 400 students, with most 
of the increase in the master's 
program. "Industry is interested 
in hiring students with master's 
degrees,'' he says. As an active 
scholar with more than 140 pub
lications in the field of structural 
mechanics, including the design 
of impact attenuation devices for 

transportation safety applications, 
he says he would like to see a 
comparable growth in external 
support for research and scholar
ship. "We have a unique project
based undergraduate program 
with a truly global perspective,'' 
he says. "However, a balanced 
graduate program can make an 
undergraduate program better. 
People with vibrant research pro
grams are also, by and large, wonderful 
teachers because they are staying current in 
their field. And the university is a much 
richer place for undergraduates if they have 
the opportunity to work with graduate stu
dents on cutting-edge research." 

Having served in academia for more 
than 30 years, including 15 as a faculty 
member at the University of Connecticut 

WPI]OURNAL 

and two as head of the Department of Civil 
Engineering at Auburn University in Ala
bama, Carney says he sees himself as a faculty 
member first and an administrator second. 
"This is the first year that I will not be teach
ing in the classroom,'' he says. "I know what 
faculty members go through. I know what it 
takes to be a good teacher, to do research, 
to write proposals, to serve on committees. 
I think it is important for us to build a system 
of trust where the faculty and the adminis
tration can work together. I think we can 
make a lot of progress, and I look forward 
to the challenge." 

The campus was bustling with con
struction work during the year as 
crews renovated Sanford Riley Hall 
(left), turned part of West Street into a 
pedestrian plaza and repaved the rest 
of the street (center), and built new 
research laboratories in Salisbury 
Labs, including a new greenhouse that 
provides a dramatic addition to the 
WPI skyline (right). 

FROM THE GROUND UP 

WPI was not just a busy place this year, it 
was a noisy one, too, at times. Several major 
construction projects transformed a WPI 
residence hall, a street and several laborato
ries. The largest project was the renovation 
of Sanford Riley Hall, the university's first 
on-campus residence facility. Completed 
over the summer, the $3.3 million project 
restored the building to its original glory 
and added a host of modern amenities, 
including new furniture in every room, new 
energy efficient windows, and an elevator. It 
was also the first step in a five-year plan to 

renovate the majority of the 
university's residence halls. The 
Ellsworth-Fuller complex is 
slated to be overhauled next 
summer. 

The physical and psycholog
icql gap between the east and 
west sides of the WPI campus 
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conversion of a large section of 
West Street into a tree-lined 
pedestrian mall. The center
piece of the mall is Reunion 
Plaza; its fountain and stone 
benches are intended to create 
a quiet, contemplative space in 
the center of the now united 
campus. Also adding measurably 
to the quality of campus life 

was the renovation of the Grille, a popular 
campus dining spot in the Wedge between 
Daniels and Morgan halls, and the transfor
mation of the campus bookstore under a new 
owner. Tatnuck Bookseller operates the 
largest independent bookstore in Massachu
setts (on Chandler Street in Worcester) and 
has provided the WPI community with an 
online link to its retail outlet. 
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WPI's academic and 
research facilities also 
received a major boost 
during the year. A new 
biochemistry laboratory 
constructed in Goddard 
Hall will serve the re
search, student project 
and teaching needs of this 
growing academic disci
pline within the Depart
inent of Chemistry and 
Biochemistry. Work con
tinued throughout the 
year on six major labora
tories and supporting 
spaces in Salisbury Labo
ratories to be used for 
research and project work in biology and 
biotechnology. The $2 million project, 
funded jointly by WPI and the National 
Science Foundation, will result in state-of
the-art laboratories for work in such areas 
as molecular genetics, invertebrate zoology 
and bioremediation. A new pyramidal green
house atop the building will support work in 
plant physiology and biotechnology. 

A N EW SATELLITE LAUNCHED 

The letters WWW are readily recognized as 
the initials of the World Wide Web. At 
WPI, they've also come to stand for the uni
versity's campuses-Worcester, Westboro 
and Waltham. With the opening this fall of 
its second satellite, WPI now offers graduate 
courses and continuing education programs 
at three sites in Massachusetts. 

The Waltham campus occupies space in 
an office building just off Route 12 8 near a 
large concentration of high-technology 
companies. A wide range of graduate and 
continuing education programs are being 
offered at the site, including graduate cours
es and certificate programs in management 
and computer science, specializing in com
puter and communications networks, soft
ware engineering and interface design, tech
nology marketing and the management of 
technology. (All can be applied to a WPI 
graduate degree.) Also offered are profes
sional development seminars and certificate 
programs in UNIX/C and C++ program
ming and client-server technology. 

The Westboro campus, which opened 
in 1988, serves a high concentration of 
technical and management professionals in 
the Route 495 and Central Massachusetts 
areas. "Our experience in Westboro," says 
President Parrish, "confirmed our belief in 
the demand for WPI's programs in [the 
Waltham] region." 

Left, Que Nguyen '97 and assistant pro
fessor Jose Arguello in the new bio
chemistry laboratory. Right, the mem
bers of the 1996 Strive class; short for 
Strive for College and Careers in Math· 
ematics, Engineering and Science, this 
is a summer program for students from 
underrepresented minorities. 

Top, from left, Director of Continuing 
Education Arlene Lowenstein, Director 
of Graduate Admissions Lisa Jernberg 
and WPI President Edward Parrish 
helped open WPl's third campus, in 
Waltham, Mass. Bottom, from left, 
Manuel Gomez, director of the Univer
sity of Puerto Rico, Mayaguez, Parrish, 
and .Stuart Ramos, UPRM chancellor, 
penned an agreement forging an 
alliance between the two institutions. 

MORE HIGHLIGHTS OF THE YEAR PAST 

WPI and the University of Puerto Rico, 
Mayaguez (UPRM), home to the largest 
engineering school in Latin America, 
signed a memorandum of understanding 
to create a new center for student project 
work and academic collaboration. The cen
ter will be funded by the two universities, 
Xerox Corp. and the National Science 
Foundation. The agreement marked the 
culmination of two years of work by 
Mohammad Noori, head ofWPI's Mech
anical Engineering Department, Hamid 
Davoodi '88, associate professor of mechan
ical engineering at UPRM, and Mohammad 
Saffar '89 (Ph.D.), assistant professor of 
civil engineering at UPRM. It will be an 
avenue for student and faculty exchanges 
and joint research projects and graduate 
programs. Puerto Rico is also home to a 
WPI student project center. 

Agreements were signed for joint 
programs with two law schools: Suffolk 
University Law School in Boston and 
Franklin Pierce Law Center in Concord, 
N.H. This endeavor gives students interest
ed in using their engineering or science edu
cation as a stepping stone to careers in law 
(particularly the law of intellectual property) 
the opportunity to seek early admission to 
either law school. 

WPI was accepted for membership in 
the National Consortium for Graduate 
Degrees for Minorities, furthering its goal 
of providing graduate training in engineer
ing and science to a larger number of stu
dents of color. The consortium provides 
WPI with greater recognition within the 
communities of color, helps make its gradu
ate programs financially accessible to more 
underrepresented minorities, and opens the 
door to networking with other institutions 
across the United States. 
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Norman R. Augustine, 
president and CEO of Lock
heed Martin Corp., was the 
speaker at WPI's 128th 
Commencement. Augustine 
was awarded an honorary 
doctorate, as was Duane D. 
Pearsall, inventor of the first 
low-cost battery-powered 
smoke detector; Howard 
G. Freeman '40, inventor 
and founder of J amesbury 
Corporation (now Neles
Jamesbury); and Albert Sacco 
Jr., head ofWPI's Chemical 
Engineering Department and 
the university's first faculty 
astronaut. 

The Admissions 
Office had a banner 
year, with the 
enrollment of the 
fifth largest class in 
WPI history. The 
Class of 2000 has 
689 students, includ
ing 15 2 women and 
41 students of color, 
new records in both 
of these categories. 

Planning for the 
proposed campus 
center continued 
during the year. 
Having developed a 
program for a com
bined campus center 
and recreational facility last 
year, the Campus Center 
Committee worked with Stannmar Inc., a 
design-build firm specializing in athletic 
facilities, to conduct a study that deter
mined that it is feasible to locate the facility 
in an expanded and fully renovated Alumni 
Gymnasium. 

WPI was one of eight members of the 
Colleges of Worcester Consortium to share 
a $44,880 grant from the Department of 
Education Fund for the Improvement of 
Post Secondary Education (FIPSE) to be 
used to develop comprehensive programs 
for the prevention of drug use and alco
hol abuse and the violence associated 
with them. 

The offices of Multicultural Affairs and 
Minority Student Affairs were combined 
into the Office of Minority Affairs and 
Outreach Programs, which will focus on 
the recruitment and retention of minority 
students and coordinating diversity initia
tives, among other responsibilities. 
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The Year Ahead 
ACCREDITATION GoING 
ACCORDING TO PLAN 
This fall, a team of visitors from the Accredita
tion Board for Engineering and Technology, 
which accredits engineering programs at the 
nation's colleges and universities, was on cam
pus to evaluate WPI's programs in civil, 
chemical, electrical, industrial, manufacturing 
and mechanical engineering. It is a visit ABET 
has made periodically for many decades. 

This year's visit was a little different, 
however. After a quarter century that has 
seen ABET and WPI struggle to measure 
the university's project-based undergraduate 
program against the board's traditional 
accreditation criteria, ABET adopted a 
sweeping new set of standards that, much 
like the WPI Plan, emphasize outcomes 
(what students learn and what skills and 
qualities they gain) instead of process (what 
courses and labs they take). 

Called Engineering Cri
teria 2000, the new standards 
were developed by ABET's 
Engineering Accreditation 
Commission (then chaired by 
WPI President Edward Par
rish) with extensive input from 
various engineering societies 
and from the businesses and 
industries that employ tech
nological professionals. The 
centerpiece of the new criteria, 
Criterion 3 (see box, next 
page), is a succinct list of the 
qualities graduates should take 
away from their undergraduate 
education. With a few changes 
of wording, this set of criteria 
could easily be a description of 
the goals of the WPI Plan, 
notes President Parrish. "The 
new ABET criteria, along with 
a number of national studies of 
the future of engineering edu
cation, have indirectly con
firmed that the WPI Plan is 
what this country needs in the 
way of an educational system." 

The new criteria under
went a one-year comment peri
od that led to approval by the 
full ABET board in November. 
The criteria will apply to all 
engineering programs in the 
nation in the year 2001, follow
ing a five-year implementation. 

A critical step in imple
menting the new criteria is a 
two-year pilot test program, 

a process in which WPI is playing a critical 
and highly visible role. In the first year of 
the test, engineering programs at one private 
and one state-supported institution (WPI 
and the University of Arkansas) are being 
evaluated under the new standards. The 
University of Arkansas was chosen because 
it has just begun to develop an outcome
oriented approach to technological educa
tion. WPI was selected because, with more 
than 2 5 years of experience with the Plan, 
it has a better feel for outcome-oriented 
education than perhaps any institution in the 
nation and has much to teach ABET and its 
member institutions, notes William W. Dur
gin, associate provost for academic affairs. 

"We volunteered to be accredited under 
the new criteria and we recognize that we 
have an important role to play in this 
process," Durgin says. "ABET has had no 
experience conducting this outcome-based 
accreditation. They are looking to WPI for 
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help in developing the accreditation proce
dure. The results of this experience will 
become a case study that will be used to 
train ABET evaluators. This study will also 
be distributed to every engineering depart
ment in the nation to provide guidance for 
other schools as they come up for accredita
tion under the new rules. It should also 
serve as an excellent vehicle for creating 

ABET CRITERIA 2000 

FROM CRITERION 3. 
P ROGRAM O UTCOMES AND AsSESSMENT 

Engineering programs must demonstrate 
that their graduates have 

• an ability to apply knowledge of mathe
matics, science and engineering 

• an ability to design and conduct 
experiments, as well as to analyze 
and interpret data 

• an ability to design a system, compo
nent or process to meet desired needs 

• an ability to function on multi
disciplinary teams 

• an ability to identify, formulate and 
solve engineering problems 

• an understanding of professional and 
ethical responsibility 

• an ability to communicate effectively 

• the broad education necessary to 
understand the impact of engineering 
solutions in a global/societal context 

• a recognition of the need for and an 
ability to engage in life-long learning 

• a knowledge of contemporary issues 

• an ability to use the techniques, skills 
and modern engineering tools neces
sary for engineering practice 

national recognition for what WPI has 
accomplished over the last 25 years." 

The ABET accreditation team working 
with WPI this year is drawn from the Engi
neering Accreditation Cornrnission itself, 
whose members normally serve as visiting 
team chairs. "The idea is to train the team 
leaders so they, in turn, can train the more 
that 3,000 men and women who serve on 
ABET visiting teams each year," Durgin says. 

This year's accreditation process is also 
a learning experience for WPI, he says. 
""While we've had a great deal of experience 
delivering an outcome-oriented educational 
program, we are still gaining experience in 
measuring those outcomes. This year, to 
help ABET understand what students 
accomplish under the Plan, we've selected 

at least six students in each department and 
asked them to compile a detailed portfolio 
illustrating the work they've done in their 
classes, labs and projects during their studies 
at WPI. The contents of their portfolios, 
standing alone, should demonstrate the 
expected outomes. We'll also be able to pre
sent the results of the peer reviews we now 
do for all three of the required Plan projects. 

"To prepare for future accreditation vis
its, we are now asking all students to com
pile portfolios of their work at WPI, which 
will also benefit their career development. 
We hope to follow these students for the 
early part of their careers to measure the 
impact the Plan has on their professional 
and personal lives. We plan to create a for
mal system for determining what employers 
think of our graduates. All of these measures 
will help us evaluate the success of our 
undergraduate program and to continually 
improve it." 

FAST TRACK TO A STRATEGIC PLAN 
"Of those to whom much is given, much is 
required," John F. Kennedy once said. 
According to President Parrish, the national 
educational cornrnunity has given WPI an 
invaluable gift-the growing conviction that 
something very much like the WPI Plan is the 
right approach for the future of technological 
higher education. That conviction provides 
the university with a precious opportunity to 
step into the national spotlight and gain well
deserved recognition as an educational pace
setter. But there is some important work to be 
done first, Parrish says. 

"WPI has a big opportunity right now. 
A number of national studies of what needs 
to be done in technological higher educa
tion-by the likes of the National Research 
Council, the American Society for Engi
neering Education and the National Science 
Foundation-have pointed in directions that 
WPI took some 25 years ago. That's good 
news for us, but we can't simply sit on our 
record. We have to keep evaluating and 
improving what we're doing. That requires 
strategic planning." 

This year WPI began work on a new 
strategic plan. WPI's current plan was com
pleted in 1990, and Parrish says much has 
changed since its six major goals were for
mulated. Perhaps most important, WPI 
continues to face financial constraints, 
caused principally by a combination of the 
high cost of operating a technological edu
cation program and the escalating cost of 
providing financial aid to students. These 
costs combine to continually shrink the pool 
of operating revenue WPI derives from 

tuition. "We need to stop doing things as we 
have for the last 2 5 years or so," Parrish 
says, "and come up with some new ways of 
doing business." 

The process of drafting a new strategic 
plan began over the summer as Parrish and 
his cabinet (a group of senior administra
tors) , soon joined by the secretary of the fac
ulty and the chair of the faculty Committee 
on Governance, developed a process for cre
ating the plan and drafted a vision statement 
for the university. At a retreat this fall, the 
Board of Trustees also discussed the state of 
the institution and possible directions for its 
future. And in October, 60 members of the 
faculty and administration met in a weekend 
retreat to discuss ways of bolstering two key 
elements of the undergraduate program, the 
Interactive Qualifying Project and the Glob
al Perspective Program, widely considered 
the elements that give WPI a distinct edge 
in undergraduate technological education. 

"We've had people coming at these issues 
from many different directions and with dif
ferent ideas," Parrish says. ""What's become 
clear to me from all of these discussions is 
that everyone-the faculty, the administra
tion, the students and the trustees-seems to 
have a shared vision of WPI. There is a con
sensus about our strengths, our traditions, 
and our opportunities for the future. That's 
really important, because it gives us a head 
start-we don't have to start from scratch. 
I've proposed an ambitious timeline for cre
ating a new strategic plan. But as I've 
watched this common vision emerge, I've 
thought to myself, 'By God, we can do this!'" 

The responsibility for guiding the crea
tion of the plan has been turned over to the 
Strategic Planning Steering Committee, 
made up of the provost, two academic de
partment heads, six other faculty members, 
three other members of the administration, 
one undergraduate student and one graduate 
student. Stephen]. Weininger, professor of 
chemistry and biochemistry, is the chair. 
Parrish says the committee will involve 
many members of the WPI community on 
study committees that will investigate a wide 
variety of issues as the planning process 
moves toward completion in March 1 997. 

"Before the end of the academic year, 
we need to settle on our goals and objectives 
for the next decade," Parrish says. "These 
will become the basis for the goals of the 
new capital campaign (see page 18). We 
can't take too long to complete this process. 
If we wait two years to complete our strate
gic plan, this window of opportunity-this 
planetary alignment-may pass us by. The 
time to act is now." 
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FINANCIAL SUMMARY AND HIGHLIGHTS 

BY STEPHEN J. HEBERT '66 

Vice President for Administration, Treasurer and Secretary of the Corporation 

There are two major elements ofWPI's financial operation. 
One is the day-to-day activity of the university; WPI fin
ished the year with a surplus of approximately $14,000. The 

other major component is what is commonly referred to as WPI's 
endowment. During the fiscal year the market value of assets man
aged under the umbrella of the endowment grew by $2 5 million, to 
$1 77 million. 

Considerable appreciation must be extended to the faculty and 
staff for their management of the university during the year. A solid 
budget was developed, reflecting a thorough attempt at including 
all expected revenue and expense, and the faculty and staff managed 
those resources well, conserved when and where possible, and 
brought the budget in on balance. In an organization as diverse as 
WPI, this does not happen unless everyone is focused on achieving 
financial success. 

The university's endowment is managed by the Board of 
Trustees with specific responsibility delegated to the Investment 
Committee, chaired by F. William Marshall Jr. The trustees engage 
a variety of money managers to manage the assets. WPI's total 
return of 18.5 percent in FY96 placed us well ahead of the national 
average for college and university endowments (17 .2 percent). The 
Investment Committee's objective for allocating the endowment's 
assets was that 70 percent would be invested in equities; at year end, 
about 71. 5 percent of the assets was invested in domestic and inter
national equities. 

During the year we executed an interest rate swap that will pro
duce significant interest savings on our debt of approximately $40 
million over the next 2.5 years. The swap was made possible by the 
favorable interest rate scenario that emerged during the year. 

One measure of the strength of an institution is its calculated 
endowment per undergraduate. At approximately $63,000, WPI 
compares favorably in this regard and is likely to be in the top 100 
of the 3,600 U.S. colleges and universities at year's end. 

Each year the university approves a spending rule that applies a 
percentage of the assets of the endowment to the operating budget. 
For many years, the spending rule has been 5. 5 percent, a bout aver
age for colleges and universities throughout the country. The 
amount available is based upon a moving average of the total mar
ket value of the endowment at the conclusion of the previous two 
fiscal years. While it would be good to reduce this rate as we go 
forward, the operating budget is partly dependent on this income, 
making such a move difficult. Still, the endowment is the flywheel 
that keeps the university moving forward; the growth in the value 
of the endowment is positive for the future ofWPI. 

YEARS ENDED ] UNE 30, 1996 AND 1995 

1. General Operating 
Funds (Thousands of Dollars) 1996 1995 

Tuition, fees and other 
educational revenues $53,338 $51,502 

Student financial aid 18,725 18,636 

Gifts and bequests received 10,131 10,574 

Revenues from sponsored 
research programs 6,329 7,871 

Total staff benefit expenses, 
before allocation 7,067 7,276 

2. Endowment and Similar 
Funds (Thousands of Dollars) 1996 1995 

Beginning market values $154,734* $127,600 

plus: 
Investment results 

Income (interest and dividends) $5,086 $4,743 
Realized and unrealized gains 20,716 15,522 

Total investment results $25,802 $20,265 

less: 
Used in support of college (5,739) (4,545) 

Net reinvested in endowment 20,063 15,720 

plus: 
Additions to endowments, 
mostly from gifts 2,609 9,087 

Ending Market Value $177,406 $152,407 
*Cornputed using new financial accounting standards adopted by WP! in FY96. 

Five-Year 
Summary of 
Total Return Data '96 '95 '94 '93 

WPI Total Return 18.5% 16.9% 4.0% 11.9% 

WPI Policy Index 16.6 18.5 3.2 13.5 

S&P 500 26.1 26.1 1.4 13.6 

LB G/C Bond Index 4.7 12 .8 -1.5 13 .2 

CPI Index 2.8 3.1 2.5 3.0 

Percent 
Change 

+3.6% 

+0.5 

-4.2 

-19.6 

-2.9 

Percent 
Change 

+21.3 % 

+27.3 

+26.3 

+27.6 

-71.3 

+16.4 

'92 

12.4% 

13 .5 

13.5 

14.2 

2.8 

For the last fiscal year approximately 30 percent of tuition 
income was returned in the form of financial aid, which was bud
geted at $12.5 million. This continues to be a source of concern 
and little comfort is taken from the fact that most of our peer insti
tutions are experiencing the same pressures as they recruit students 
who have a higher need for financial aid than do students at typical 
liberal arts-oriented colleges and universities. While WPI is for
tunate to be able to balance the budget despite financial pressures, 
considerable effort must be exerted to find ways to alleviate these 
pressures so that investments may be made in new programs and 
facilities . 

Copies of the complete audited financial reports for WPI for Fiscal 
Year 1996 can be obtained by writing to: 

WPI]OURNAL 

WPI 
Office of Business Affairs 
100 Institute Road 
Worcester, MA 01609-2280 
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UNIVERSITY RELATIONS HIGHLIGHTS 

A Strong Team Moves Forward: 
The Year in University Relations 

! could not begin this report without 
extending a special thanks to Ron Baird, 
who filled in as acting vice president for 

university relations for a good part of the 
past academic year. While continuing to 
also perform his duties as director of corpo
rate relations, Ron moved the entire office 
forward on all fronts. It was with a great 
deal of regret, but also with the recognition 
that no one was more deserving, that we in 
University Relations said farewell to Ron 
this past May as he moved to Washing-
ton, D.C., to become director of the Sea 
Grant Program at the National Oceanic 
and Atmospheric Administration. 

Many of the efforts of the Office 
of University Relations during the 
past 12 months have been directed at 
strengthening the office's infrastructure. 
Moving the Alumni Office under the 
umbrella of University Relations has 
permitted us to better allocate resources 
and to increase our services to alumni 
and other constituencies. As part of this 
move, we created a new team of Annual 
Fund personnel that, for the first time, 
enables us to bring together into one cohe
sive unit the Alumni Fund, the Parents Fund 
and two new funds: the Friends Fund and 
the Business and Industry Fund. 

In response to a request from the Alum
ni Association and the Alumni Fund Board, 
and recognizing the importance of the work 
of both of these groups, the university 
underscored its commitment to these areas 
by adding personnel. This has permitted 
the Alumni Affairs Office to reinvigorate its 
activities for students through the Student 
Alumni Society and to develop such new 
programs as the Alumni Gateway on WPI's 
World Wide Web site. The Gateway offers 
an online alumni directory, access to job 
listings, and class home pages. Likewise, 
the Alumni Fund has strengthened its com
mitment to young alumni through a more 
active "GOLD" (graduates of the last 

BY JOHN L. H EYL 

Vice President for University Relations 

decade) program and has actively begun to 
re-establish the Class Agents Program. 

The efforts of the Alumni Fund this past 
year yielded record results. According to 
Anne M. McPartland Dodd '7 5, chair of the 
Alumni Fund Board, the fund "crushed" its 
1995-96 goal of $2.25 million, raising 
$2 ,63 0,2 3 0, plus $314, 489 in matching gifts 
(the total exceeded the record of $2.25 mil
lion set in 1994). Incidentally, the Fund 

The efforts of the Alumni Fund 

this past year yielded record 

results. According to 

Anne M. McPartland Dodd '75, 

chair of the Alumni Fund 

Board, the fund "crushed" 

its 1995-96 goal. 

Board has set an ambitious target of $3.2 
million for the current fund year; the board 
also hopes to see the participation rate for 
the fund rise from 25 percent in 1995-96 to 
3 0 percent in 1996-97. 

The extraordinary gifts of two anniver
sary classes were important contributors to 
the fund's success. At Reunion in 1996, 
President Edward Parrish, on behalf of the 
university, accepted two gifts, each in excess 
of $1 million. The Class of 1 946 raised an 
amazing $1,430,000, a total that represented 
the participation of 58 percent of the class. 
The unrestricted portion will go toward the 
planned campus center. The class of 1956 
raised $753,304; an anonymous class mem
ber pledged to match the total, bringing the 
final tally to $1,546,162. Nearly half of the 
unrestricted portion will go toward the 
West Street pedestrian plaza; the balance 
will fund a new multimedia computer labo
ratory. (Anniversary class gifts are raised 

over a three-year period, so only a portion 
of the gifts was actually counted in this 
year's fund total. Both class gifts included 
interest and corporate matching gifts.) 

The President's Advisory Council also 
had a banner year. The 270 members of the 
PAC-a group of alumni, parents and 
friends who make yearly gifts of $1, 5 00-
contributed over $2 million, or some 78 per
cent of the Alumni Fund total. Both of these 

figures represent new records. During 
the current year, WPI is observing the 
25th anniversary of the founding of this 
most generous group. 

A major new initiative of our office 
is to increase the university's visibility 
and recognition. We have developed a 
marketing strategy through which we 
will focus our energies on a limited 
number of specific target markets. In 
a parallel effort, we will work to place 
WPI before audiences when and where 
our message will not be drowned out 
by the marketing programs of other 

competing institutions. We are fortunate to 
have received both guidance and financial 
support from a number of trustees; with that 
support, we have hired PepperCom, a public 
relations firm, to work with us in this under
taking, which we hope will help WPI 
achieve a level of recognition equal to its 
superb quality. 

Preparations are also under way for a 
new capital campaign. While still in the ear
ly planning stages, it is already clear that this 
fund drive will be a volunteer effort of sig
nificant proportions. Seeking funds for goals 
that are linked directly to needs developed 
through a communitywide strategic plan
ning effort (see page 16), the campaign will 
reach out to all alumni and friends of WPI. 
Trustees and other especially close friends 
will begin to solicit each other in the spring. 
Simultaneously, we will begin to organize 
class committees for an official major cam
paign launch, planned for the spring of 1998. 
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Volunteers 
Make the 
Difference 

As hard as we work, the staff of the 
Office of University Relations can
not do the entire job of advancing 

the mission of WPI, raising resources 
to assure its continued growth and 
development, and serving the needs of 
our alumni. We depend on the energy, 
skills, knowledge and enthusiasm of a 
remarkable team of volunteers, includ
ing the men and women who serve on 
the Board of Trustees, the Executive 
Committee of the Alumni Association, 
the Alumni Council, the many Alumni 
Association working committees, and 
the Alumni Fund Board. Listed below 
are just a few of the leaders of the uni
versity's many volunteer boards and 
committees: 

Anne M. McPartland Dodd '7 5 
Chair, Alumni Fund Board 

Patricia A. Graham Flaherty '7 5 
Chair, Alumni Survey Committee 

Peter H. Horstmann '55 
Vice Chair, WPI Board of Trustees 

August C. Kellerman '46 
Chair, Class of 1946 50th Anniversary Gift 
Committee 

Allen H. Levesque '59 
President, WPI Alumni Association 

Robert B. Maynard Jr. '63 
Chair, WPI Alumni Association Master 
Plan Committee 

Peter D. McDermott '73 
Alumni Liaison, WPI Venture Forum 

Samuel W. Mencow '3 7 
Chair, Alumni Publications Committee 

Patrick T. Moran '65 
Chair, Class Boards of Directors 

John M. Nelson 
Chair, WPI Board of Trustees 

Henry W. Nowick '57 
Chair, President's Advisory Council 

Roger N. Perry Jr. '45 
President, Tech Old Timers 

Harry W. Tenney Jr. '56 
Chair, Class of 195 6 40th Anniversary Gift 
Committee 

Harlan B. Williams '5 0 
Chair, Alumni Online Service 

Ronald L. Zarrella '7 1 
Vice Chair, WPI Board of Trustees 
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WPI gratefully acknowledges the support of the thousands of individuals, foundations and 

corporations whose contributions of $9, 953 ,504 in cash and gifts-in-kind through the 

Alumni Fund, the Parents Fund, minicampaigns and general development efforts during 

the 1995-96 fiscal year Guly 1, 1995, to June 30, 1996) are already at work making WPI a 

stronger and more outstanding institution. Space does not permit the listing of all their 

names. An additional $1,976,746 was pledged during the fiscal year. These commitments 

will be listed in future reports as they are received as cash or gifts-in-kind. 

$100,000 and above Rolf Jensen & Associates James G. McKeman '48 
Estate of Phyllis E. Aldrin '15 Charles C. Johnston '5 7 Neles-Jamesbury Corporation 
Anonymous August C. Kellermann '46 David P. Norton '62 
Estate of Anna Harrington William M. Lester '2 8 Howard 0. Painter Jr. '58 

Boardman Medical Advances Inc. Peerless Pump Company 
Commonwealth of Motorola Inc. Polaroid Corporation 

Massachusetts Norton Company Estate of David M. Raab '61 
Robert A. Foisie '56 Raymond]. Perreault '38 William W. Rawstron '57 
The Foxboro Company Procter & Gamble Company John T. Rushton '39* 
Estate of Laura E. Hansen '26 Richard Prouty Daniel H. Sheingold '48 
Hewlett-Packard Company Raytheon Company Raymond B. Shlora '40 
Howmet Turbine James A. Robertson '26 Mrs. Stanley]. Slater '29 

Components Corp. Estate of Percy Clayton Estate of Francis R. Snow '26 
MCAEinc. Smith '07 The Torrington Company 
Alfred A. Molinari Jr. '63 L. S. Starrett Company Charles A. Tyson '57 
Peter B. Myers '46 John H. Sylvester '30 John G. Underhill '44 
Duane D. Pearsall Richard A. Lufkin Trust University of Massachusetts 
Estate of William R. Steur WPI Alumni Association Irwin T. Vanderhoof '48 
George I. Alden Trust Xerox Corporation Thomas M. Zajac '46 
United Technologies Corp. $10,000 to $24,999 Ronald L. Zarrella '7 1 
Gordon E. Walters '5 4 

Anonymous $5,000 to $9,999 
$25,000 to $99,999 AT&T George W . Allen '48 
Analog Devices Inc. Mrs. Arthur H . Burr '29 Diran Apelian 
Mrs. David C. Bailey '2 5 CIGNA Corporation Paul R. Beswick '57 
Robert H. Beckett '57 Edward S. CoeJr. '31 Robert]. Boyea '58 
Ernest Bernstein '5 6 Daniel I. Coifman '67 Murray A. CappersJr. '57 
Martin G. Bromberg '51 Henry J. Ezen '49 Mrs. B. Austin Coates Jr. '35 
Robert G. Chaplick '45 Robert H. Farwell '46 Dr. & Mrs. Noel L. 
China Technical Raymond J . For key '40 Cohenp'90 

Consultants Inc. Coleman Foundation Inc. Data Translation Inc. 

Cognex Corporation George F. & Sybil H. Fuller James S. Demetry '58 
Corning Inc. Foundation Mrs. Dwight Dwinell '34 

Wilfred L. DeRocher Jr. '47 The Macamor Foundation Estate of D. Victor 
Dining and Kitchen Michael M. Galbraith '58 Edwards '46 

Administration Inc. Irving B. Gerber '44 Paul E. Evans '48 

Exxon Education Foundation The Gillette Company Neil A. Fitzgerald '38 
Ruth H. & Warren A. GTE Corporation F. H . Daniels Foundation Inc. 

Ellsworth Foundation Michael S. Gutman '58 Dale G. Freygang '74 
Fairlawn Foundation Hartford Steam Boiler Albert S. Goldberg '48 
Roche-Scofield Foundation Inspection and Michael G. Gordon '56 
Mildred H . McEvoy Insurance Co. Alfred E. Green '45 

Foundation Harold F. H enrickson '36 Walter]. Grimala '46 
Alfred P. Sloan Foundation Richard K. Home '48 

General Electric Foundation David W. Hoskinson '57 
Raymond R. Hagglund '56 Ingersoll-Rand Company p parent(s) of WPI 

undergraduate 
Daniel J. Harrington Jr. '5 0 Arthur R. Koerber '40 students/alumni 
Milton P. Higgins ·Gordon B. Lankton gp parent(s) of WPI 
Mr. & Mrs. William Henry Raymond C. Lewis '30 graduate students/ 

Houghp'88 Liberty Mutual Insurance Co. alumni 

IBM Corporation Myles McDonough * deceased 
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Eric A. Hahn '80 T. Roger Danielson '58 James S. Adams '49 Lee P. Hackett '61 Milton E. Ross '40 

Steven C. Halstedt '68 C. Marshall Dann '35 Allendale Mutual Insurance David H. Hall '68 Frederick D. Rucker '81 

John P. Harding '47 Helen C. Davidson Anonymous James R. Hall '76 Philip B. Ryan '65 

Kenneth E. Michael A. DiPierro '68 Robert C. Appenzeller '46 Leslie B. Harding '41 George E. Saltus '53 

Hermance Sr. '57 
Gerald T. Dyer '56 Mihran A. Aroian '80 Warren G. Harding '42 Robert W. Schramm '46 
Leland P. Ekstrom '42 Herbert Asher '44 Francis S. Harvey '3 7 Donald]. Schulz '61 

John E. Hossack '46 Warner S. Fletcher Philip G. Atwood '3 7 Stephen]. Hebert '66 David M. Schwaber '65 
Hughes Aircraft Company John F. Gabranski '75 Gerald R. Backlund '5 5 Thomas S. Heefuer '61 Allan P. Sherman '61 
Larry Israel '61 Milton W. Garland '20 Bruce M. Bailey '51 Jay P. Hochstaine '62 William F. Shields '64 
William A.Johnson '5 6 William F. Gess Jr. '58 Banta Corporation Hoechst Celanese Corp. Richard L. Sieron '5 5 

Roger A. Jolicoeur '5 8 Robert W. Goodfader '60 Leon H. Bassett '51 William D. Holcomb '38 S. Merrill Skeist '40 

Paul N. Kokulis '45 Bennett E. Gordon Jr. '65 Paul W. Bayliss '60 Peter H. Horstmann '55 H. Kerner Smith 

Estate of Richard Donald]. Grenier '5 5 C. Edward Bean '44 Holbrook L. Horton '29 Dr. Stedman W. Smith '36 

Lamothe '61 
Allan C. Hamilton Jr. '56 Bechtel Group Inc. Wilfrid]. Houde '59 Smith & Nephew 
Francis L. Harrington '35 L. Thomas BenoitJr. '66 Industrial Risk Insurers Richards Inc. 

Alan G. Larsson '56 Robert W. Henderson '48 Harvey A. Berger '58 lntellution Inc. SNET 
Richard C. Lawton '46 William H . Hopf'58 Donald F. Berth '57 George E.JohnsonJr. '48 Frans E. Strandberg '39 
C. John LindegrenJr. '39 Clayton E. Hunt Jr. '34 Rene R. Bertrand '57 Chandler W.Jones '26 John W. Sutcliffe '38 
Lockheed Martin Rolf H. Jensen Louis A. Blanchard '57 Charles F.Jones '48 RobertM. Taft '38 

Corporation Margaret N. Kalenian John Lott Brown '46 Robert C. Keenan '70 Claude-Alain Tardy 

Carlton G. Lutts Jr. '46 Paul S. Kennedy '67 Brown & Williamson John F. Kelley III '65 W. Gordon Thatcher '40 

McDonnell Douglas 
Hans H . Koehl '5 6 Tobacco Corp. Douglas 0 . Kendrick '60 David T. Van Cavern '53 
Gershon Kulin '48 Daniel A. Bundza '57 William A. Kerr '60 Helen G. Vassallo '82 

Foundation Mrs. Raymond J. Harold D. Burt '33 Douglas W. Klauber '67 Romeo]. Ventres '48 
Lawrence A. Minkoff '69 Laferriere '47 John K. Busada '3 9 Victor E. Kohman '43 Davis S. Watson '46 
Mobil Foundation Inc. Eino 0. Leppanen '32 Richard S. Carrara '63 Joseph A. Lagana '67 Richard T. Whitcomb '43 
Morgan Construction Co. Allen H. Levesque '59 Wilder R. Carson '39 Walter E. LankauJr. '64 David H. White '7 5 
Mrs. Romeo Moruzzi Andrew F. Manzi '56 Brian D. Chace '69 John H. Lauterbach '66 Leonard H. White '41 

Walter 0. Muller '46 Marsh & McLennan CIBA-GEIGY Corporation John B. Lawson '63 Philip A. Wild '50 

JohnM. Nash '56 Companies Inc. Edwin B. CoghlinJr. '56 Thomas E. Lempges '46 Plummer Wiley '35 

John M. Nelson 
Peter]. Martin '62 Charles H. Cole '30 Charles L. Loveridge Jr. '48 Richard B. Wilson '39 
Joseph C. Molder Thomas A. Corcoran Arthur]. Lo Vetere '60 \NMX Technologies Inc. 

Henry W . Nowick '5 6 George R. Morin '46 Herbert W. Coulter III '70 Joseph]. Maggi '67 Donald N. Zwiep 
NYNEX National Fire Protection George A. Cowan '41 Louis]. Marsella '5 6 
Alex C. Papianou '57 Association Gordon F. Crowther '3 7 Zareh Martin '40 $1,000 to $1,499 

Arthur L. Pike '48 New England Power Henry S. C. Robert E. Maynard Jr. '63 Estate of Milton H. 

Pittway Corporation Service Co. CummingsJr. '50 Peter D. McDermott '73 Aldrich '28 

Richard F . Propst '46 New York Stock Exchange William D. Cunningham '77 Thomas G. McGee '64 Alza Corporation 

William C. Rogler Jr. '57 William]. O'Neil '58 Earl M. Curtis '36 James E. McGinnis '41 Andersen Consulting 

Sean D . S. Sebastian '83 
Edmund S. Oshetsky '46 C. Chapin Cutler Sr. '3 7 JohnM. McHugh '56 Aphios Corporation 

]. Morrison Smith '3 7 
Eric Ostergaard '5 6 Cytec Industries Inc. Samuel W. Mencow '3 7 Erving Arundale '3 7 
Julius A. Palley '46 Thomas R. d'Errico '41 Behrends Messer Jr. '43 Jonathan R. Barnett '74 

Mrs. Ernest]. Souza '56 Edward A. Parrish Walter G. Dahlstrom '36 Charles R. Michel '3 7 Mrs. Robert M. Bendett '42 
George P. Strom '56 Pfizer Inc. Richard A. Davis '5 3 Bruce D. Minsky '77 Carl W. BergmanJr. '46 

Donald Taylor '49 F. David Ploss III '70 Robert M. Delahunt '56 Robert B. Mirick '39 Gerald]. Bibeault '42 

A.]. Gifford Charitable PNC Bank Albert M. Demont '31 Monsanto Fund The Boeing Co. 

Trust Henry B. Pratt '32 Robert L. Diamond '56 Francis C. Moore '33 Craig F. Bradley '69 

Estate of George A. Walter A. Reibling '5 4 Walter G. Dick '49 David L. Nickerson '54 Joseph D. Bronzino '59 
Raymond]. Remillard '49 Anne M. McPartland Judith Nitsch '75 Harrison K. Brown '39 

Walker '22 Stephen E. Rubin '74 Dodd '75 Robert W. O'Brien '38 Jeffrey E. Burek '7 6 
Frank E . Weeks '46 Sara Lee Corporation William]. Dowd '64 Robert]. O'Malley '39 John P. Burgarella '50 
WPI Worcester County Lawrence F. Scinto '51 William W. Durgin Mark F. O'Neil '80 Kevin]. Burke '60 

Club Kenneth W. Shiatte '53 Larry Dworkin '5 8 Verner R. Olson '35 Allan E. Carlson '57 

Wyman-Gordon Co. Harry W. Simpson '5 8 John E. Edfors '5 5 Francis]. Oneglia '42 Richard M. Chapman '58 

Robert A. Yates '57 The Stanley Works Cornelius]. EnrightJr. '60 George B. Ordway '66 Chevron Corporation 
Jon C. Strauss Gerald Finkle '57 John A. Pelli '70 Edward H. Coburn Jr. '48 

$2,500 to $4,999 Alvin E. Tanner '57 Niel I. Fishman '48 Edward H. Peterson '43 Robert F. I. Conte '57 

Air Products & Texaco Inc. Martin R. Flink Jr. '4 5 Ralph W. Piper Jr. '42 Estate of Zelma E. Crane '2 5 

Chemicals Inc. ]. Headen Thompson '36 Ford Motor Company Fund Sherman K. Poultney '58 Crompton & Knowles Corp. 
Paul A. Allaire '60 Francis G. Toce '60 Foundry Educational John W. Powers '61 D.]. Mungovan 

Allmerica Financial John M. Tracy '52 Foundation Paul I. Pressel '44 Trucking Inc. 
Richard A. Barlow '57 John T. Wilson '65 Anson C. Fyler '45 William Price '3 7 David B. Denniston '58 

James L. BartlettJr. '39 Carl G. Zenger Edward L. Gallini '5 7 Windle B. Priem '59 William P. Densmore '45 
Albert D. Battista '56 

$1,500 to $2,499 
C. Stewart Gentsch '58 Public Service Electric Joseph B. Dzialo '76 

Bell Atlantic Corporation Mrs. Joseph Glasser '3 5 & Gas Co. Ericsson Inc. 

Henry]. Bove '47 George T. Abdow '53 Jam es W. Green '5 6 Joaquim S.S. Ribeiro '58 Peter R. Fenner '64 

James L. Carr Jr. '74 Walter L. Abel '39 Joel P. Greene '69 Kenneth W. Roberts '68 James C. Ferguson '41 

Frederick]. Costello '59 Michael L. Abrams '77 Richard M. Gross '69 John E. Rogerson '42 Richard]. Ferguson '57 
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Robert G. Ferguson '48 Edward]. Waranowicz '46 Mrs. Harold S. Black '2 1 Allan]. Costantin '54 Bradley T. Gale '64 

Fluor Corporation Warner-Lambert Company John R. Black '53 Mr. & Mrs. David R. Robert F. Galligan '57 

Atwater Kent Foundation Westvaco Corporation Black & Decker Corporation Costantino p'98 George F. Gamache '68 

Howard B. France '46 Estate of Hester D . 
Ken11eth R. Blaisdell '40 John B. Coyle '35 Richard T. Gates '52 

Kurt H. France '57 Wetherell 
Henry S. Blauvelt '39 Donald G. Craig '57 John C. Gavitt '69 
Laurence E. Blomstrom '56 Walter E. Crandall '40 Theodore E. Gazda '46 

G. Eric Friberg '57 Harold E . White '39 Paula Mesite Bordogna '80 Bruce T. Croft '7 5 John H . Gearin '5 3 

John P. Gagliardo '46 Mr. & Mrs. Robert M. Philip B. CrommelinJr. '52 Georgia Power 

F. Clark Gesswein '64 $250 to $999 Borrelli p'96 William]. CroninJr. '77 David M. Giddings '7 5 

Paul B. Grautski '84 Abbott Laboratories Boston Edison Co. Marshall W . Cross '64 David F. Gilbert '54 

Robert A. Gregorio '79 
Donald H. Adams '5 2 Harold D . Boutelle '20 Kevill]. Crossen '7 3 Paul R. Glazier '37 

Joseph D. Adams Jr. '76 David P . Bova '63 Robert Cushman Kenneth E. Gleason Sr. '3 3 
Estate of Samuel]. Aetna Life & Casualty Co. Russell P. Bradlaw '49 Peter]. Dalton '49 Charles N . Goddard '63 

Hakam '35 Air & Water Technologies Corp. John W. Braley Jr. '57 Birino D 'Ambrosio '58 Arthur E. Goddard II '63 

Joseph M. Halloran Jr. '40 Paul R. Alasso '54 John R. Brand '36 Bernard R. Danti '56 Edward M . Gonsalves '81 

William E. Hanson '32 Amory A. Aldrich Jr. '61 Ronald S. Brand '40 Warren H. Davenport '34 John R. Goodwin '55 

Donald B. Hayward '58 James A. Alfieri '59 James E. Breed '45 Michael A. Davis '62 Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co. 

Kent A. Healy '59 
Mamour Alipour-Fard '88 Fred]. Brennan '49 Davis Corporation of Worcester Alexander L. Gordon '36 

Allegro Microsystems Inc. Fred T. Brierly Jr. '42 Elisabeth M. Day p'97 Saul Gordon '50 
Hercules Incorporated Owen F. Allen '54 Alan K. Briggs '76 Debra R. Weinstein Dean '83 Denise C. Gorski '7 5 

Joachim Herz '54 Robert A. Allen '59 Stephen]. Brodeur '68 Joh11 L. Dehnert '59 Willard T. Gove '40 

Neil M. Hodes '70 Allied-Signal Foundation Inc. Frederick G. Broshjeit '59 Gene E. Dejackome '74 W. R. Grace & Co. 

Hyde Manufacturing Co. Mrs. Jonathan B. Allured '42 John]. Brosniha11 '67* William A. Delphos '74 Thomas B. Graves '76 

Intel Corp. 
Raymond L. Alvey Jr. '50 Stephen B. Brownell '64 Deluxe Corporation Foundation Leland E. Gray Jr. '48 

American Express Company Wi lli am A. Brutsch '62 Christopher C. Dennison '80 John B. Greenstreet '75 
M Howard Jacobson Arthur W. Anderson '57 James R. Buchanan '60 John K. Derby '56 George D . Greenwood '34 

Timothy C. Johnson '71 G. Albert Anderson '51 Gasper Buffa '74 Allen R. Deschere '38 Robert M . Griffin '58 

Arthur T. Katsaros '69 Edgar C. Ansaldi '32 Philip G . Buffimon '49 Dexter Corporation Michael E. Grilli '67 

Stuart C. Kazin '61 David L. Anthony '48 Gary S. Bujaucius '77 Richard]. Di Buono '62 R. Reed Grimwade '50 

Paul]. Keating II '64 Apple Computer Inc. Richard F. Burke Jr. '38 Dickens Fellowship of Palo Alto William R. Grogan '46 

Richard D. Kirk '54 
Bourdillon Apreala '76 Donald M. Burness '39 Arthur M. Dickey '65 Daniel B. Grossman '79 

John]. Aquino Jr. '58 Thomas I. Burns '74 Monroe M. Dickinson Jr. '52 Prescott E . Grout '46 
Lothar W. Kleiner '70 Merico E. Argentati '70 Allan T. BurosJr. '67 Mario P . DiGiovanni '75 Harold B. Guerci '48 

Mrs. Wilmer Kranich Neil W. Armstrong '57 Clifford W. Burwick '56 Michael]. Dolan '7 5 Charles E. Gunn '56 

Carl W. Lewin '39 John E. Arnold '79 Scott]. Bury '88 Marylou D . Place Domino '81 Berton H. Gunter '68 

George A. Makela '3 5 AshJand Oil Inc. Robert H. Cahill '65 Michael W. Donahue '90 Alan R. Gustafson '57 

James H. Maloney Jr. '46 
AT&T G lobal Information Philip]. Cameron III '79 John E. Donnelly '61 Jam es G. Hackendorf '60 

John H . Atchison Jr. '57 Henry]. Camosse '53 DOW Chemical Company Earle A. N. Hallstrom '50 
Mr. & Mrs. F. William Augat Inc. Donald W. Campbell '74 David A. Drab '85 Robert N . Hamilton '46 

Marshall Jr. p'90 Michael C. Auger '79 Edwin C. Campbell '43 Athena Dratelis '86 Janet L. Hammarstrom '80 

Christopher F. Martin '53 Mr. & Mrs. Brian Azevedo p'98 Campbell Soup Company Robert W . Dreyfoos '80 Timothy B. Hardy '85 

Robert W. Matchett '56 William E. Bachmann '50 Mr. & Mrs. Stanley Capek p'98 Raymond G. Dube '64 Bradford]. Harper '59 

James S. Mathews '55 Carl W. Backstrom '30* Capital Cities/ ABC Inc. Dun & Bradstreet Corporation Hartford Insurance Company 

Robert E. Mcintosh Jr. '62 
Frank C. Baginski '45 Dana B. Carleton '32 Mr. & Mrs.John Philip]. Hastings '42 

Everett E . Bagley '52 Carl H. Carlson '29 Dunkelberg Sr. p'92 Daniel]. Hastings Jr. '3 7 
Merck & Co. Inc. Roy E. Baharian '44 Curtis R. Carlson '67 Alfred L. Dunklee '61 Philip K. Hathaway '38 

Paul E. Nelson '32 Norman E. Baker '50 Allen S. Carnicke '75 Linda S. Dunn '84 Richard E. Hathaway '50 

Northeast Nuclear Kenn eth E. Baker Sr. '52 Caroline McNerney Carr Duracell Inc. Roswell]. Heald '62 

Energy Co. Edwin G. Baldwin '45 Pe1my Bergmann Carter '76 Andrew F. Durette '69 Herbert S. Hebel '59 

Northeast Utilities 
Wi lliam F. Balutis '66 John P. Casey '76 Robert H. Dutson '74 John F. Henrickson '65 

Walter]. Bank '46 William P. Casey Jr. '76 Eastern Enterprises Peter M. Herron '67 
Service Co. C. R. Bard Inc. Paul M. Castle '66 Robert M . Edgerly '45 Leonard Hersh off '4 3 

John F. O'Brien Barnett Ba11ks Inc. Benjamin R. Chadwick '3 1 Charl es]. Egan '34 Eric B. Hertz '77 

Ronald B. Paris '46 Carl P . Baron '77 Gordon ]. Chaffee '42 Edward W. EidtJr. '57 Robert W. Hewey '40 

Howard B. Pritz '58 icholas ]. Barone '65 Ronald H. Chand '65 Eli Lilly & Company Mr. & Mrs. Walter 

Richard A. Prokop '3 7 John H . Barrett Jr. '46 R. Ross Chapi11Jr. '51 Franklin P . Emerson '49 Hewitson p '94 

John W . PutisJr. '80 
Wayne R. Barry '8 1 Walter]. Charow '49 Richard E. Epstein '63 John L. Heyl 

Robert W. Batchelder '49 Frank T. Check Jr. '68 Stuart]. Erickson '80 Merrill W. Higgms '42 
Manuel Renasco '46 Mr. & Mrs. Clarence Bates p'97 Paul A. Christian '73 Wayne N. Fabricius '68 Richard H. Hill '83 

Mr. & Mrs. John B. Frank L. Baumgardller '46 Church & Dwight Factory Mutual System William H . Hills '54 

Robinson p'78 Bay Networks Inc. Company Inc. William R. Fado '62 David H. Hoercher '80 

Rockwell International Edward]. Bayon '31 George A. Clark '74 David R. Fairbanks '52 George L. Hogeman 

Robert F. Shannon '50 
Paul G. Beaudet '68 Jennifer A. Pollard Clark '78 Michael T. Falcinelli '79 Franklm K. Holbrook '43 

Robert A. Beaudet '57 James R. C larke III '57 Robert L. Favreau '52 Paul C. Holden '48 
Peter W. Sinz Paul H . Beaudry '49 David S. Clayton '65 Oscar A. FickJr. '38 Hollingsworth & Vose Co. 

Herbert H. Slaughter Jr. '46 David S. Becker '56 Clorox Company Foundation John]. Fitzgibbons Jr. '7 5 Ralph H . Holmes '3 7 

Edward H. Smith '46 Philip P . Bedard '56 Samuel W. Cocks '48 John M. FitzPatrick '75 Honeywell Fund 

Paul W. Snyder '5 3 G. Standish Beebe '34 Richard A. Coffey Jr. '5 1 Virginia Giordano FitzPatrick '75 Glendon C. Home '62 

Spag's Supply Salvatore ]. Bellassai '42 Commonwealth Edison Patricia A. Graham Flaherty '75 Richard B. Hosmer '6 1 

BellSouth Services Inc. Company Robert]. Flaherty '85 Houghton Mifflin Co. 
Harvey W. Spence p'74 Bemis Company Inc. Commonwealth Gas Co. Donald L. Fogg '39 Household International Inc. 
George V. Spires ill '64 Carl H. Benker III '91 George E. Comstock '46 Alan S. Foss '52 Raymond K. Houston '3 8 

Sports Alive Keith R. Bennett '76 Consolidated Edison of George F. Foxhall '6 1 John F. Howe Jr. '57 

Edward T. Swierz '47 Carl F. Benson '36 N ew York Gerda Frank Humana 

Edward]. Sydor '50 Marcia J . Huber Berg '79 John]. Concordia '48 Howard G. Freeman '40 Thomas F. Humphrey '59 

David E . Szkutak '79 
Donald P . Bergmom '68 Connecticut Mutual Life Linda S. Fritz '74 Harold W. Humphrey Jr. '39 

Paul H . Bergstrom '3 8 Insurance Co. Richard W. Frost '62 Charles F. Hunnicutt '65 
Joan M . Bolduc Szkutak '79 Eugene R. Bertozzi Jr. '38 William R. Cooper '67 Richard C. Furman '69 Lewis W. Huntoon '62 

Donald A. Taft '72 Alden]. Bianchi '74 John A. Coppola '49 John]. Gabarro '61 Daniel Hurley '80 

United Illuminating Co. ]. Alfred Bicknell '33 Glenn P. Corbett '91 Michael Gaffin '55 ITT Corporation 

Charles N. Bissell '34 John R. Corf '46 Cynthia L. Gagnon '82 Chester F. Jacobson '59 
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John P. Jacobson '6S Mr. & Mrs. James S. Terence P. O'Coin '83 Edward]. Roszko '39 John W . Sztuka Jr. '70 
David A. Jacqmin '78 Lovering Sr. p '98 Mr. & Mrs. Francis E. Sheldon W . Rothstein '61 Stanley Szymanski '64 
Eugene A. Jakaitis 'S2 Peter H. Lukesh '66 O'Connell p '89 Paul A. Rougeau '63 T homas Szymanski '73 
John].Janas III'79 Richard]. Lyman '3 7 Janet L. O'Leary '84 Eugene L. Rubin 'S3 Mr. & Mrs. George Talisse p'97 
Richard C. Jasper '41 Otis E. Mace '31 Brian]. O'RourkeJr. '86 Walter]. Ruthenburg III '6S Morris Tanenbaum 
George Jeas 'S2 John Machonis Jr. '63 Kenneth W . Oberg '70 EdwinM. Ryan '41 Thomas F. Taylor '69 
David S. Jenney 'S3 Ward D . MacKenzie '61 Occidental Oil & Gas Corp. John P. Ryan Jr. '81 Tech Old Timers 
Fritz E. Johanson '40 Douglas B. MacLaren 'S4 John F. Ogorzalek '6 1 Elmer S. Sachse '46 Edwin D . Tenney 'S9 
Mark L. Johnson '76 Homer E. MacNuttJr. '49 Olin Corporation Charitable M. Michael Sadick '40 Harry Terkanian '40 
Ronald L. Jones '69 Frank A. MacPherson 'S l Trust Scott L. Saftler '77 Chrysanthe Demetry 
Kevin E. Joyce 'S6 Roger H. Maddocks '63 David N . Olson ' S7 Patricia A. Pfeiffer Salamone '7S Terwilliger '88 
ArthurW.JoyceJr. 'SO Ellen E. Madigan '92 Richard S. Olson '6S Donald R. Sanders '49 Texas Instruments Foundation 
JaakJurison 'S4 Daniel Maguire '66 Robert E. Olson 'SS Donald F. Sanger '62 Textron Inc. 
Peter Kalil '49 Thomas F. Mahar Jr. 'SS Roy H . Olson 'S l Edward A. Saulnier 'S9 Peter A. Thacher '74 
Stephen]. Kaneb '82 John F. Mahoney IrvingF. OrrellJr. 'Sl Alice A. Sayler '74 Thiokol Corporation 
Samuel B. Kaplan '39 Mr. & Mrs. Mark A. OSRAM Sylvania Inc. Walter C. Scanlon 'SO Leo]. Thomas 
Carl H . Karlsson '60 Mahoney '74 p'93 Joseph]. Osvald '6S Warren H. Schafer '38 Ronald E. Thompson Jr. '82 
Benjamin H. Katcoff '71 Paul R. Malnati '66 Pacific Telesis Group Herbert S. Schiller '77 Vernon Tirey 
Daniel B. Katz '4S Steven E. Mandell '79 Mr. & Mrs. Charles T. John H. Schmidt '64 Joseph A. Toce '70 
FrankH. KeanJr. '33 John F. Manning Jr. '80 Packard p '89 Richard G. Schmitt 'S2 Tomkins Corporation 
Francis E. Kearney 'SO William E. Mansfield 'S l Robert A. Painter '43 Steven H . Schoen '76 Foundation 
John H. Keenan '34 John A. Marden '82 John R. Palitsch '74 Paul D. Schoonmaker 'S6 David A. Tone '63 
Duncan K. Keill '84 Suzanne ]. Call Margenun '81 Cary A. Palulis '68 Bruce E. Schoppe '60 Gerard A. Toupin '66 
Jean Keller p'9S George A. Marston '30 Anan Panananda '60 Edward Schoppe Jr. 'SS Towers Perrin Company 
David P. Kelly '82 David R. Martin '68 Armand L. Paquette '26 Robert]. Schultz 'SS TRW Inc. 
Eleanor M. Cromwick Kelly '81 Robert W. Martin '39 Parker Hannifin Corp. Kenneth G. Schurzky '67 Alden F. Tucker 'S2 
John F. Kelly '82 Lawrence]. Martiniano '74 Russell W. Parks '41 David L. Schwartz '7 S Robert F. Turek 'S2 
Kevin]. Kelly '7 S Michele F. Mass '78 T homas]. Passanisi '46 Richard]. Schwartz '70 Stephen]. TurekJ r. '44 
Francis E. Kennedy Jr. '63 Massachusetts Electric Company Harvey L. Pastan '49 Wayne E. Schweidenback '73 Daniel Turner '64 
Donald L. Kerr '6S Massachusetts Financial Services R. Craig Pastore '69 James L. Schwing '70 Lee D. Turner '74 
Norman A. Kerr '42 George W . Matarrese 'S7 Arthur D. Patten '80 Gregory A. Scott '77 Turner Corp. 
Dr. Francis ]. Kiernan '7S Richard G. Mayer '40 John D . Payne '81 Second Chance Body Armor Oliver R. Underhill Jr. '3 1 * 
Osmond L. Kinney '3S Mr. Raymond A. McDuffie p'9S Donald]. Pearson '66 Michael D. Shapiro '6S US West Foundation 
Earl C. Klaubert 'S2 William R. McLeod Jr. 'S8 Roy A. Pearson Jr. 'S8 Robert V. Sharkey 'S9 Shi rley Hossack Van Winkle 
Jeffrey P. Klofft '86 Denis F. McQuill en '67 Mr. & Mrs. Philip E. Jeffrey E. Shaw '68 William VanHerwarde '7S 
George W. Knauff '41 Harry]. Mehrer Jr. '46 Pelletier p '88 Kevin T. Shea '88 Mr. & Mrs. Maurice Vidal p '89 
Marian C. Knight 'S8 Harold A. Melden Jr. '49 Mrs. Julian B. Pendleton '2 S Mr. & Mrs. David B. Kenneth R. Wadland '72 
Mark G. Knights '77 Brian C. Mellea '76 Alton L. Penniman 'S l Sheldon p'99 Francis]. WalshJr. '80 
William L. Knoblock 'S6 Richard E. Mellor '74 John H. Peters III '40 Philip C. Sherburne '34 RobertH. WarburtonJr. '78 
Antonie T. Knoppers Mr. & Mrs. Eduardo Donald W . Petersen Jr. '66 Edwin ShiveU 'S4 Milton Y. Warner '30 
Steven G. Kochman '83 Mendez p'9S Herbert S. Peterson 'S3 Elizabeth R. Pennington Brian G. Wasko '82 
Victor A. Kolesh '41 Richard T. Merrell '3 3 William P. Peterson 'S6 Sigety '7S Burl S. Watson Jr. '49 
Peter P. Koliss '38 Metropolitan Life Insurance Co. Donald F. Pethybridge '38 Elizabeth B. Siladi William A. Webb 
Mark A. Koretz '71 Charles B. Miczek '46 Philip Morris Inc. Steven]. Silva '76 Mr. & Mrs. Spencer G. 
Robert ]. Kowal '73 William L. Millette Jr. '88 Philips Electronics Robert A. Sinuc '66 Weig gp 
Donald M . Krauss 'S2 Millipore Corp. North America Paul S. Sledzik '61 Robert A. Weiss '61 
James A. Kudzal '74 Minnesota Mining & Halbert E. Pierce III 'S6 Alan F. Smelewicz '79 ]. Richard Weiss Jr. '42 
Frederick]. Kull '46 Manufacturing Co. Lawrence E. Pihl '66 Everett P. Smith '40 Estate of Katharine 
Albert]. Kullas '38 Allen M. Mintz '48 Robert E. Pill 'S9 Harold F. Smith 'S6 Wellington '9S 
Kenneth N. Kummins '78 Harry L. MirickJr. 'S4 Eric 0. Pisila '67 Robert W. Smith '69 Axel H . Wendin '26 
M. Leonard Kuniholm '38 John L. Mooshian '29 Richard B. Plummer '67 Dennis E. Snay '63 Elliot F. Whipple '67 
David A. KuniholmJr. '69 Philip R. Morgan Polar Beverages Fred S. Snively '60 Robert]. Whipple 
Edward P. Kurdziel '80 Gerald F. Morris '6S Gary G. Pontbriand '74 Eric W. Soderberg '3S Howard P. Whittle 'S4 
Mitsuo Kuwada '83 Morton International Inc. Richard R. Poole '78 Earl C. Sparks III '66 Howard A. Whittum '34 
David H. Laananen '64 Mr. & Mrs. Gregory A. Albert P. Popoli '73 Warren A. Spence '74 George E. Whitwell '77 
M. Stephen Lajoie '64 Moser p'9S Richard D . Popp 'S4 Stanadyne Charles F. Willett '46 
Peter A. Lajoie '60 John S. Mudgett '38 Edward]. Power J r. 'S4 Warren R. Standley '63 Robert S. Wi lliamson '31 
Leonard B. Landall '39 Charles F. Mulrenan 'S l Foster C. Powers '37 Roger C. Staples '48 Donald M. Wood II '63 
Theresa B. Langevin '79 Duncan W . Mmu-o 'S l Robert E. Powers '4S State Farm Company Bruce W. Woodford '61 
Robert Laplume 'S8 Neal P. Murphy '8S PPG Industries Foundation Foundation George W . Woodsum '46 
Alfred F. Larkin Jr. '44 William]. Museler '64 David A. Pratt 'S6 State Street Bank & Trust Charles E. Woodward '3 1 
Donald A. Larson '79 William H. Nagel 'S3 Mr. & Mrs. Gaetano Pucillo p '91 Company Burton G. Wright '43 
Law Engineering Nalco Chemical Company Quabaug Rubber Company John E. Stauffer '60 John D . Writer 'S l 
Stephen R. Lawry '80 Anthony P. Napikoski '80 Robert K. Quattrochi '49 Peter G . Stebbins '66 Wi lli am E . Wyman '3 S 
Luther C. Leavitt '34 Narragansett Electric Co. Raymond]. Quenneville '3S Carl]. Stefanik '62 Yang Xu '91 
Edward ]. Ledden '74 Sangeetha Neelakantiah '92 Shelden H. Radin 'S8 Peter]. Stephens 'S6 Yinmin Yang '76 
Steven H. Leece '69 Stanley P. Negus Jr. 'S4 Donald P. Reed '28* ]. Larry Stewart '46 Joseph A. Yanikoski '87 
Peter H. Levine New England Business Norton S. Remmer '60 Donald F. Stockwell 'S l Arthur Zavarella '30 
John A. Lewis '44 Service Inc. John H. Reynolds '62 Edward Stokel '46 
John B. Lewis '61 N ew England Power Company Lester]. Reynolds Jr. 'SO Francis E. Stone '40 $125 to $249 
Lester L. Libby '3S New York State Electric Laurent 0. Rheault '79 Stone & Webster Inc. Robert B. Abbe '38 
Lester N. Lintner '32 & Gas Co. Charles M. Richardson '46 Howard H . Street III 'S9 Richard H. Ackley '46 
Charles Lipson '60 ]. Clayton Ney Jr. '77 Alan K. Riedel '48 William F. Sullivan Michael] . Aghajanian '80 
Leon Lipton '48 Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. Elaine M. Kokernak Ritchie '82 Sun Microsystems Inc. John Albernaz '77 
Michael A. Littizzio '63 William R. Nims '66 Henry]. Rives '22 Lance G. Sunderlin '76 Aluminum Company of 
Joseph W. Little '61 Norfolk Southern Corp. George P. Rizzi 'S9 Alan H. Suydam '67 America 
John W. Loehmann '71 Northern Telecom Inc. ancy L. Roberts '77 RogerW. Swanson 'Sl Allegheny Ludlum 
Fred H. Lohrey 'S6 S. Bailey Norton Jr. '43 T homas D. Rockwood '79 Ronald A. Swanson '67 Arthur H. Allen '42 
Joseph D. Lojewski 'S2 William T. Nutter '73 Richard L. Rodier '46* Willard M. Sweetser Jr. '63 Lisa R. Ricker Allen '90 
Bruce G . Lovelace '68 Torbjoern G. Nygaard '7S Donald E. Ross 'S4 Kenneth A. Swenson '78 Mr. & Mrs. Ronald Allen p'97 

Walter 0 . Nygaard '38 Louis]. Rossi '61 David W. Swicker '46 FrankM. Amazeen '67 
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Everett]. Ambrose Jr. '43 Mr. & Mrs.Jeffrey Blakely p'94 Wayne P. Chepren '74 Lawrence F. Dennis '55 Steven B. Fine '77 
William L. Ames '42 Walter A. Blau Jr. '35 Paul B. Cherubini '67 Donald]. Desaulniers '85 Joseph B. Fitzgerald '88 
Janet Anderson '8 1 Gerry A. Blodgett '69 Robert E. Chiabrandy '53 Charles]. DeSimoneJr. '65 Michael A. Fitzgerald '74 
Robert E. Anderson '68 Joseph R. Blouin '45 Edmund P. Chin '85 Garrett H . DeVlieg '65 Mark]. FitzMaurice '81 
Chester L. Anderson Jr. '49 Douglas P . Bobseine '68 Francis A. Christiano II '91 Anna Maria K. Diaz '83 Kevin D. Flannery '89 
William G. Andrews Jr. '84 Richard D . Bohigian '63 Chrysler Corp. S. Carlton Dickerman '40 Pierre A. Fleurant '78 
Sonja M. Annecharico '90 John T. Bok '70 Francis A. Cichowski Jr. '61 Paul]. DiConza '88 Frank L. Flood Jr. '52 
William L. Anthony Jr. '6 1 H eidi S. Pivnick Bomengen '79 Todd R. Cimino '84 Anthony]. DiGiovanni '58 Florida Power & Light Co. 
Kenneth]. Anusavice '62 Peter]. Bondy '67 Mark]. Cioffi '78 Michael DiMascio '7 5 John W. Fondahl '45 
Allen F. Apel '77 Richard D . Bourgault '78 Henry]. Clark III '88 James P . DiMilia '73 Mr. & Mrs . ] ohn A. Fontaine p'98 
Daniel L. Appelbaum '88 Robert L. Bourget '59 Marcel H . Clavien '63 Thomas E. Dinan Jr. '79 Mr. & Mrs. Norman Forget p'98 
John 0 . Archibald Jr. '50 Edouard S.P. Bouvier '55 ]. David Clayton '44 Carl F. Dinge '59 George H . Forsberg '62 
Charlotte Arsenault p'97 Willard L. Bowen III '50 Shawn A. Clayton '90 Laura Zarrella Dion '83 Clifford]. Forster Jr. '51 
G. Gilbert Ashwell '38 Mr. & Mrs. Brian B. William H. Clogston '91 Peter C. Dirksen Jr. '58 Foster Wheeler Corp. 
FrankAspin '42 Bowlerp'99 Mr. & Mrs. Bruce Cloutier p '98 Robert F. DiScipio '79 James M. Fowler '78 
David]. Aspinwall '80 Cameron P. Boyd '69 Robert N . Cochran '51 Edward S. Dlugosz '74 Edward W . Fox '40 
Emanuel S. Athanas '32 Jack F. Boyd '39 Mr. & Mrs. A. Frederick Joshua D . Dobbelaar '94 Lorna]. Franco '85 
Anni H. Autio '82 Mr. & Mrs. Arthur C. Coleman p'96 Donald W. Dodge '50 Charles S. Frary III '65 
Mr. & Mrs. John R. Ayers gp Boynton p'73 William V. Collentro '66 Glenn W . Dodwell '77 Charles S. Frary Jr. '34 
BP America Francis]. Brady '67 David R. Collette '67 Mr. & Mrs. Herbert]. Joel N. Freedman '62 
Mr. & Mrs. Paul Backlund p'96 Mr. & Mrs. Francis Commonwealth Electric Co. Doller p'96 Walter C. Freeman '83 
Philip Backlund '57 Branco Sr. p '94 John F. Conlon Jr. '55 Kevin G . Donahue '81 Stanley Friedman '50 
James F. Bagaglio '70 Mr. & Mrs. Justin C. John F. Conlon III '82 Patrick]. Donahue '78 Henry F. Friel '3 1 
David C. Bailey Jr. Brandep'97 The Connecticut Light Robert A. Donnan '48 Steven]. Frymer '67 
Alfred E. Bakanowski '43 Harold W. Brandes '43 &PowerCo. DowElanco Robert C. Fuller '8 1 
Mr. & Mrs. Walter A. Henry W. Brandt '60 David A. Coombe '65 John F. Downes '78 Robert D . Fulmer Jr. '5 1 

Baker p'96 Robert B. Brautigam '41 Albert S. Corbin '30 Allen G . Downs '75 Gerard A. Gabriel '79 
Fred S. Baker III '73 Mr. & Mrs. Harold Robert R. Cormier '76 Gary R. Doyle '79 James E. Gado '77 
Theodore A. Balaska '46 Brennan ] r. p'97 Rollin K. Corwin '65 Paul]. DoyleJr. '60 Ronald C. Gagne '62 
Garry P . Balboni '74 Mr. & Mrs.John P. Thomas Cosker '93 Mr. & Mrs. Bruce G . Galileo Electro-Optics Corp. 
Robert A. Balducci '68 Bresnahan p '98 David]. Costa Drainville p'97 John F. Gallagher '50 
Mr. & Mrs. H enry]. Robert B. Bridgman '64 William D . Coulopoulos '48 Edward R. DrechselJr. '49 Andrea D . Gallant '85 

Ballasty p'92 Oliver G. Briggs Jr. '70 John D . Coupe '53 Dresser Industries Inc. Michael G. Gallerani '79 
Michael P. Barrie '87 David S. Brin '84 Michael Cowperthwaite '87 Donald R. Drew '7 5 Willard A. Gallotte '24 
Bank of Boston Erik A. Brodin '7 5 Catherine C. Coyne '83 Michael]. Dudas '7 5 Kenneth A. Gamache '79 
Lawrence K. Barber '37 John E. Brogan '50 James E . Coyne Jr. '83 Mr. & Mrs. Roger M. Timothy P. Ganley '86 
Betsy Howes Barrows '84 Richard Brontoli '73 E. Bruce Crabtree '39 Dufour p '94 George A. Garrison '5 3 
Kenneth H . Barrows '64 Mr. & Mrs. James Brophy p'97 Mr. & Mrs. Thomas Craig p'97 Mr. & Mrs. Edward P. Richard R. Garstka '77 
Alfred E. Barry '57 W. Chalmers Brothers Jr. '82 David K. Craigue '80 Duganp'93 William H. Gascoyne '8 1 
Patricia Craig Barstow '84 Alvin Y. Braverman '46 Mr. & Mrs. Richard H. Henry]. Dumas Jr. '56 Walter M. GasekJr. '59 
Thomas R. Barstow '83 Richard D. Brow '5 1 Crawford p'98 David E. Dunklee Jr. '63 Wayne D . Gass '59 
Philip P. Bartlett '88 Gedney B. Brown '55 Robert C. Crawford '60 James R. Dunn '86 Ms. Christine Gavin p'97 
Sally Bartl ett p'95 George T. Brown '45 Daniel C. Creamer '68 Gregory S. Duplessie '88 Alan Gehami '79 
Ronald F. Baruzzi '62 Mark W. Brown '82 Mr. & Mrs. Alan Credit p'97 Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Dupont p'97 Tracey L. Geller '87 
Mr. & Mrs. James T. Baryza p '98 Richard C. Brown '46 Employees of Crompton & Eric K. Durling '68 Lee G . Gentile Sr. p'97 
Glen A. Bashian '82 Richard W . Brown '49 Knowles Leonard L. DutramJr. '59 Hazel A. Fotheringham 
Ramin Bashirzadeh '93 Paul]. BrownJr. '73 Michael E. Crowley '87 Richard P . Dykas '74 Geraghty '85 
Romina Bashirzadeh '93 David L. Brun1back III '50 Earl R. Cruff '49 FrankL. EatonJr. '33 Arthur H . Gerald Jr. '51 
Reginald B. Bates Jr. '77 John V. Bucci '76 ]. Ronald Crump '66 John Edman '88 Clinton A. Gerlach '42 
Mark A. Beal '82 Mr. & Mrs. Daniel E. Robert A. Cwmeen '81 William]. Eggleston '85 Carl P . Gerstle '78 
Mr. & Mrs. Roderick Beaton p'97 Buchanan p '98 Mr. & Mrs. John Curran p'96 James C. Eilenberger '81 Ivar Giaever 
Michael R. Beaudoin '78 William R. Bullock '89 Thomas A. Currie '88 Alfred C. Ekberg '36 Mr. & Mrs. Giulio Giassi p'98 
Matthew A. Beauregard '93 Charles V. BurdickJr. '62 Frederick A. Curtis Jr. '48 C. Milton Ekberg '32 Mark P. Gibelli '92 
Robert E. Beauregard '48 Frederick]. Burg '38 Mr. & Mrs. Paul C. Cutroni p'96 David S. Elario '91 Michelle A. Giglio '94 
Katherine R. Fowler Becker '75 H enry K. Burger '53 Merritt E. Cutting '34 Louis G. Elias '86 Mr. & Mrs. Victor F. 
Robert H. Becker '74 Francis X. Burke '92 Lawrence R. D'Addario '90 Richard M. Elliott '3 8 Gigliotti p'96 
John H . Beckwith '49 Ronald H . Burrowes '91 Judith M . D 'Agostino '80 Charles W . Embree '7 5 Thomas D. Gillis p'96 
James H . Beech Jr. '76 Malcolm S. Burton '40 Michael]. Dabkowski '76 Heather L. Emerson '94 Paul C. Gingrich '84 
Robert D . Behn '63 Scott B. Burton '83 Francis L. Dacri '67 William C. Emerson '78 Cheryl M. Glanton '87 
Brian N. Belanger '66 George L. Bush '27 James L. Daily '63 Clifford G . Engstrom '62 Albert B. Glenn '34 
Joseph A. Bellofatto '63 Neil T. Buske '59 Timothy John Daisy '87 Stephen A. Erikson '69 Christopher]. Godfrey '94 
Richard B. Belmonte '73 Raymond]. Cadet '61 Dermot]. Daley '82 Jacob N. Erlich '62 Mr. & Mrs.John H. Godfrey p '94 
Kenneth C. Benton '63 Herbert R. Cahoon '48 Holly M. Daley '88 Michael]. Essex]r. '52 Mr. & Mrs. William Goesch p'96 
Susan M. Benz '80 elsonM. CalkinsJr. '43 Karen M . Daly '94 William E. Evans '78 George W . Golding Jr. '43 
Paul V. Bergantino '85 Mary Calnan gp Mr. & Mrs. John Damaso p'99 Arthur H . Evans III '69 Richard L. Goldman '55 
Carl G . Bergstrom '3 5 Mr. & Mrs. Jorge A. Calvo p'99 Harry F. Danberg '75 Paul E. EvansJr. '7 1 Amaro Goncalves '85 
Robert V. Bergstrom '39 Mark Candella '7 5 Kevin W . Daoust '95 Matthew]. Evers '90 Mr. & Mrs. William 
Norman A. Bergstrom Jr. '68 Richard]. Capistran '93 John E. Darling '58 Howard S. Ewing '50 Goode] r. p'98 
Stephen E. Bernacki '70 Mr. & Mrs. Michael Capozzi p '98 Ian A. Davidson '53 Paul]. Exner '71 Willard W. Goodwin Jr. '63 
Daniel T. Bernatowicz '52 Hilding 0 . Carlson '3 1 James W. Davis '73 John A. Facca '67 John W . Gordeuk '79 
Kathleen Berthelette '80 Lauren M. Hagstrom Carlson '86 Truman S. Dayton '46 Robert Fair '75 Philip]. Gow '43 
Kent E. Berwick '75 Richard H. Carlson '50 Phillip S. Dean '3 5 George K. Fairbanks '68 Robert H. Gowdy '63 
Melissa M . Besse '91 William W. Carlson '8 1 Paul]. DeAndrea '7 5 ] effrey A. F arash '7 6 The Graco Foundation 
Carl W . Bettcher Jr. '41 Matthew ]. Caron '88 Chester A. Deane '27 George A. Fargo Jr. '66 Alan F. Graham '79 
Francis]. Bigda '49 Gary E. Carver '74 Robert H. DeFlescoJr. '68 James E. Fay '61 Robert]. Grande '76 
Scott W. Bishop '88 Donald E. Casperson '69 Richard W. DeLand '69 Mr. & Mrs. Leslie C. Feigin p'98 ] effrey W. Gravdahl '7 6 
Peter G. Bladen '70 Robert R. Cassanelli '62 Duane A. Delfosse '80 Robert E. Ferguson '33 Stanley T. Graveline '89 
Bonnie ]. Cook Blair '81 Dexter E. Cate '51 Robert R. Demers '68 Joseph A. Ferrari Jr. '87 Linda Gray p'99 
Phillip G. Blair '51 Robert E. Cavallaro '65 John S. Demko '59 Malcolm E. Ferson '49 Peter Gray IV '66 
Jeffrey E. Blaisdell '73 Mr. & Mrs. Jules P . Cayer p'97 Edward C. Dench '39 Michael R. Fillion '90 Carmelo S. Greco '30 
Robert W . Blake '33 Ernst E. Chenoweth '64 Dr. & Mrs. Buddy Denison p'99 Morton S. Fine '37 Ronald G. Greene '65 
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Barbara]. Grimm '88 Mr. & Mrs.John C. Raymond F. LaBine '53 Frank D. Manter '67 William ]. Moroney '53 
J ohn R. Grimwade '79 Jakobsen p'97 Frank]. Labuz p'8 l John F. Mar '83 Christopher G . Morosas '77 
Halsey E. Griswold '5 1 Daniel M. Jasminski '80 J ames M. Lach '93 Michael A. Marando '90 Elizabeth A. Morrison '81 
Frank A. GrossJr. '46 Richard H.Jenkins II '79 Joyce M. Lachance '82 Francis H. Marchand '3 7 Homer R. Morrison '35* 
Ronald]. Grzelak '70 Stephen G. Jennette '76 Jeffrey J . Lacko '75 John]. Marczewski '85 Morrison Knudsen Corporation 
T homas M . Gudewicz '78 Ronald E. Jodoin '68 Ronald M. Lafreniere '74 Richard G. Marden '31 Robert H. Morse '64 
]. Edward Guild '36 Kenneth E. Johnson '65 Edward F. Lally '67 Marion Merrell Dow Inc. Mr. & Mrs. Allan S. Mosier gp 
Diane M. Gunn '76 Lawrence E. Johnson '68 Mr. & Mrs. Richard A. Lamb gp Edward R. Markert '34 John H . Moulton '78 
Gordon T. Gurney '41 Robert D. Johnson '52 Mr. & Mrs. David]. Mr. & Mrs. George W. Willi am F. Mufatti '5 1 
Frank G. Gustafson '40 Mr. & Mrs. Jay Lamb Sr. p'95 Martelp'99 Robert B. Mulholland Jr. '60 
Lynn L. Gustafson '82 Johnson Sr. p'97 Raymond]. Lambert '79 Arthur E. Martell '38 Peter W. Mullarkey '79 
Richard G. Gutowski '89 Johnson & Higgins Joan M. Landry '85 Frederick W. Marvin '46 Peter]. Mulvihill '78 
Jacob]. Hagopian '39 John D .Jolls '70 Roland A. Lariviere '74 Edward M . Mason '70 Douglas C. Murdoch '91 
Alan R. Hahnel '74 Michael R.Jones '85 Ernest A. Larose '50 John R. Mason III '74 Mr. & Mrs. Richard 
David C. Hall '84 Asher L. Joslin '33 Michael R. Latina '68 Massachusetts Mutua l Life Murdock p'98 
Richard]. Hall '53 Edmond H. Judd '50 Paul G. Laurienzo '8 1 Insurance Co. Eugene L. Murphy '68 
Mr. & Mrs. Robert Hallen gp Stephen W. Juhnevicz '88 Lawrence R. Lavallee '59 Roger G. Massey '62 William F. Murphy Jr. '46 
Norman M. Hardy '60 Jane E. June p'97 Aaron W. Laznovsky '91 Mr. & Mrs. Richard Russell B. Naber '74 
Harris Corporation Charles A.Jutras '74 Francis ]. Leahy III '78 Masterson p '91 Mr. & Mrs. Ronald H. 
Deborah L. Harrow '84 MarkA.Jutras '85 Richard G. Ledoux '6 1 Ronnie R. Materniak '7 5 Nadeaup'92 
John N . Hartwell '46 Edward A. Kacmarcik '51 W illiam M. Ledoux '79 Scott E. Mathews '82 Walter S. Nagorski '70 
Donald W. Haskins '3 3 Kenneth A. Kadezabek '82 Mrs. Harold A. LeDuc '3 5 Mr. Robert Matthews p'95 Mr. & Mrs. Stanley 
Irving M . Hass '49 Edward W. Kaleskas '68 Yau-Shing Lee '85 Laura L. Mattick '78 Narkevicius p'97 
John L. Hawley '50 Mr. & Mrs. C. William Todd K. Leen '77 Keith]. Mattioli '87 National Steel Corp. 
Howard W . Haynes '3 8 Kaman II p'96 Mark F. Lefebvre '80 Paul D . Matukaitis '68 Ronald F. Naventi '66 
Joseph]. Hearne '46 Stephen E. Kaminski '73 Mr. & Mrs. Peter Leite p'98 Conrad F. Matuzek '61 Richard H . Nelson '61 
Mr. & Mrs. Raymond L. Amar V. Kapur '65 Roger R. Lesieur '61 William H. Mawdsley '73 Stephen E. Nelson '90 

Hebertp'97 Marie H. Karger John P. Letourneau '80 Mr. & Mrs. William Susan M. Stidsen 
Joachim R. Heck '93 James E. Karkos '90 Gary L. Leventhal '69 Mazzaccaro p'98 Nerkowski '85 
Richard H. Hedlund '64 Chester ]. Kasper '68 Nathan R. Levine '36 Michael]. Mazzucco '86 Richard]. Newhouse '75 
D avid K. Heebner '67 Elisabeth Kosciuczyk James Li '94 John H . McCabe '68 Louis W. Nicholls '85 
William C. Hees '59 Kassman '8 1 Mr. & Mrs. Kui-Shing Li p'98 J ames T. McCall '81 Donald L. Nichols '46 
John C. Heid '76 Redha F. Kattan '84 Mr. & Mrs. Frank Lin p'98 Peter E. McCormick '65 Mr. & Mrs. Gordon 
Mr. & Mrs. Paul L. George H. Kay Jr. '54 Edward E. Lindberg '60 Gerald P . McCullough '74 N ichols p'99 

Heirtzler p '94 T homas C. Kee '54 Paul R. Lindberg '66 David McEwan '39 Patrick]. Nicholson '78 
Paul L. Heirtzler J r. '94 T homas R. Keefe '59 Robert S. Lloyd '39 Roger C. McGee '63 Mr. & Mrs. Terence 
Barry]. Heitner '76 Mel G. Keegan '61 David]. Lodigiani '79 Eugene M. McGrail '88 Nickolette p'93 
John R. Herr '80 Roger B. Keilig '81 Calvin F. Long '46 McGraw-Hill Inc. Mr. & Mrs. Michael]. 
Neil C. Herring '72 Mr. & Mrs. James Dorothy Long p'92 David F. McGuigan '74 Nicolaisen p'98 
Carl P. Hershfield '48 Kelleher p'97 Michelle L. LeBlanc Loring '9 1 John D . McKeogh '5 1 Herman A. Nied '50 
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